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Abstract

Text analytics and NLP (Natural Language Processing) is becoming common-place within our social 
structure. It permeates the fabric of our lives in ways that are easily for granted.  We interact with our 
cell phones via voice, ask our Amazon Echo about the weather in the morning, request that our GPS 
devices direct us to our destination plus many other daily tasks that bring us ever closer to a robotic-
integrated society that many fiction writers have predicted decades ago. Our BigData platforms store 
massive amounts of data that we are just beginning to grasp the significance of and value through 
massive computation.

 
Semantic analysis of text is a fundamentally important aspect of  NLP and functions such as sentiment 
analysis.  Semantic analysis requires very specialized operations to make sense of text and this can 
consume vast amounts of compute power.  To provide accurate results, sentiment analysis requires 
semantic capability.  Our desire to process text, whether for document classification or understanding 
terror risks to our country via monitoring of emails and voice, requires deep semantics and massive 
computation.  Sometimes, however, even the abundance of computational ability is not enough. Deep 
semantics may require ultra low latency lookups and word associations due to the need to process 
billions of lookups per second. Many of these operations are serial in nature and cannot be easily made 
parallel.

The SGSKBTM is a tool that has been developed to provide the ultra high performance and low latency 
that can make NLP and semantic analysis of large volumes of text a reality. SGSKBTM provides the 
semantic capabilities that NLP researchers depend upon and the very high performance that is 
necessary for processing very large amounts data within the BigData/Hadoop space. 
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The Case For Semantic Analysis

Advanced text analytics requires a variety of mechanisms often working in concert to achieve the level 
of accuracy often sought within business solutions.  Basic approaches such as word frequency produce 
reasonable results but often are insufficient in the accuracy being sought.  This is because the 
mechanism of word match is missing two things – consideration of synonymy and semantic context.  
The English language is very rich with many words and combination of words that can often produce 
similar meanings.  It is easy to achieve a measurable level of success using simple word match but 
exceedingly difficult to increase accuracy beyond this base level.

The difficulty manifests itself in the amount of compute power required to just consider synonymy  
This however is the easier problem to solve given the abundance of compute power available.  The 
computation problem however is exponential once we deviate from simple word match and can be 
costly to solve.  

A more difficult challenge is in the area of semantics.  The human mind can discern the different 
meanings of words within a sentence because of real-world knowledge.  A computer unfortunately has 
no context for discernment of human speech.  Consider the sentence “Had the slugger had his head on 
straight this afternoon, the contest would have ended much differently”.   For most Americans, the 
above sentence is perfectly clear.  Computationally, this same sentence is undecipherable without 
advanced analytics.  We need to understand that slugger refers to a baseball player.  This is no small 
task given that the word can also mean “one who hits another person”.  The phrase “head on straight” is
equally problematic and must be interpreted to mean “in good form” or “competent”. “Contest” in this 
case must be equated to baseball game, however, how can we do this programmatically unless we 
somehow tie this in with the concept of slugger being a baseball player and not someone who hits 
another person.  Lastly, the slugger must be correlated with the actual player name that surely appeared 
in a prior sentence.

Human speech is ambiguous and to adequately disambiguate the meaning of text, there is a need to go 
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beyond the simple word matching algorithms such as can be found in Lucene or Elastic Search (which 
is based on Lucene).   SGSKBTM  semantic methods provide functions that support a much deeper 
analysis of text and yield increased accuracy in text matching and do so at massive scale. 

While semantic methods are able to provide the enhanced accuracy that is lacking in simple word 
match approaches, the challenge becomes efficient processing on a computational platform.  A vast 
amount of computational resources is often required to implement semantic processing. The 
resources must be utilized in a parallel fashion where a given problem is partitioned into units of 
parallelism that are convenient to distribute across a computational cluster.  As important as 
parallelism, there is a need to make certain high-frequency operations efficient – such as word ontology
lookup.  It is for this reason that an in-memory Knowledge Base is fundamental for high frequency 
lookup. 

The Case For Sentiment Analysis
Increasingly, the industry seeks to analyze sentiment within speech, text and social media as a well to 
market to consumers. As an example, product recommender system accuracy is often enhanced by 
inclusion of social media data related to products being marketed; a customer may be more inclined to 
buy a product or service of which they speak favorably. Call centers may wish to screen conversions 
between agents and customers to identify potential problematic agents or customer issues as another 
example. Emails and conversations often need to be screened for potential ethical violations. These are 
but a few examples of the need for analysis of human communication.

The SGSKBTM supports unique capability in this area that goes beyond simple word match. The 
sentiment functions supported by the SGSKBTM are enhanced with phrase and synonym resolution in 
addition to having the capability to rate individual words for their sentiment. The SGSKBTM will scan a 
document or buffer of text, resolve phrases that might hold hidden meanings and also consider the 
words' part-of-speech to more accurately determine the true significance of the analyzed text. All of 
these functions are performed utilizing the SGSKBTM high performance ontology that provides this 
capability efficiently at vary large data volumes. 

The Case For Advanced Text Classification
The concept of text classification is not new. There is often the need to automatically classify 
documents according to their domain. The unique approach by SGSKBTM is to build the classification 
functions into the high performance SGSKBTM ontology. The SGSKBTM comes with a standard number 
of classification domains and the ability to easily accommodate additional domains.

SemantiGridTM has been designed to invoke SGSKBTM functions for “automated” classification of 
documents. The SGSKBTM may also be used stand-alone or to be integrated into other applications and 
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frameworks. This may most efficiently be accomplished via the C or JAVA APIs. Alternatively, there 
are command-line utilities that provide the ability to classify documents or sequences of text.

The Case For Phrase Resolution
The english language provides for rich variety of ways to express one's thoughts. While this is 
generally viewed as being positive, it comes at a cost of text ambiguity for the text analytics engineer 
or researcher. Phrases are one area where there is a need for disambiguation if accuracy is to be 
maximized in areas of sentiment for example.  The SGSKBTM provides a rich repository of phrases 
within its ontology that may be utilized to enhance text analysis.  Phrase resolution functions may be 
called directly on phrases or can be enabled in other SGSKBTM functions to include phrase resolution. 

Resolved phrases yield synonyms and these synonyms are generally single terms. Phrase resolution 
also provides part-of-speech identification of phrase synonyms which may then be used to further 
refine the match.

Phrase resolution may be invoked on text via the “skb_ResolvePhrases” functions. This provides a very
valuable service in that ambiguous phrases that can replaced with their true meaning and thus greatly 
enhance other text analytic functions (sentiment for example). There are over 3000 phrases natively 
supported by the SGSKBTM and the user is able to add phrases to the ontology.

The Case For Part-Of-Speech (POS) Tagging
While POS tagging is a well understood and researched area in text analytics and Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) domains, there is a performance cost to implement over large amounts of textual 
information.  SGSKBTM takes advantage of POS tagging to provide for more accuracy in areas of 
sentiment, text match and text classification. A modified version of the Brill Tagger (originally 
developed by Eric Brill and now in the open source) is used as the foundation for the tagging 
capability.

When analyzing text, it is often the case that ambiguity arises in the interpretation of individual words. 
For example, the word “fly” - is this referring to the verb “fly” or the noun specifying an insect? Is the 
word “use” a verb or the noun referring to a given “purpose”?  Are we referring to the noun “tear” or 
the verb indicating a “rip” and even more troubling is whether the noun “tear” is not perhaps referring 
to a person's eye emanation?  The more we look into the English language, the more apparent it 
becomes that to truly analyze text accurately, we must understand the semantics of a given sentence. 
This requires at the very least that we identify the POS of every word in a sentence. Only then, can we 
accurately analyze text.
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SGSKBTM is able to provide a very highly performant platform that includes POS tagging.  This is 
possible because the SGSKBTM ontology's ultra low latency can utilize POS tagging in an efficient 
manner. Consideration of Part-Of-Speech is desirable but the complexity of implementation and 
computational cost often limit its usefulness. SGSKBTM integrates POS tagging into its fabric and does 
so efficiently.

If your needs are to provide for the processing of (very) large amounts of text,  using the power of a 
massively parallel system (such as SemantiGridTM )  can be attractive. SemantiGridTM takes what the 
SGSKBTM can do to a much higher level as this can occur across a cluster of processing nodes. 
SemantiGridTM takes advantage of the high performance of SGSKBTM while providing the ability to 
perform many additional document storage and analytic functions.
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SGSKBTM – The Text Analytics Engine

The SGSKBTM  is an in-memory N-Dimensional repository of information.  Integrated within its 
structures is the compete Webster Dictionary, synonym relationships and word relationship (semantic 
similarity, senses, ...).  The repository is tree structured but augmented with additional relationships to 
form the N-Dimensional features.  The repository's search algorithms provide extremely fast access and
advanced relationship analysis functions. 

The above shows multiple client program attachments possible.  The importance of this is approach 
becomes clear where the frequency of word resolution is large.  Even the need to do system calls 
during lookup functions becomes a performance issue.  The philosophy of SGSKBTM is to implement 
search and analysis functions within very highly performant C code that rivals what can be achieved
with silicon.  

The end goal with the SGSKBTM is to make semantic analysis possible.  Each node within a cluster will
have its own active copy of the SKB.  This ensures optimal performance regardless of the computing 
platform and makes the SGSKBTM an attractive option for all text analytic applications.  SGSKBTM  is 
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built into SemantiGrid but may be deployed on Hadoop and all major Linux/UNIX-based OLTP 
(Oracle, DB2, MySQL, PostGreSQL, …) and EDW databases (Oracle, DB2, Netezza, Teradata, …).

In a SemantiGridTM cluster, the SGSKBTM is integrated into the framework fabric. SemantiGridTM 
utilizes the SGSKBTM for semantic operations within its parallel processing functions. SGSKBTM can 
also be integrated within a Hadoop cluster and can provide significant functional and performance 
benefits in text analytics and NLP applications.

Why have a knowledge base when there are approaches using a database for operations such as 
synonym lookups or computation of word sense or word distance?  While it is true that one can take a 
database/SQL approach for this task, a major consideration will be scale.  If the document store to be 
scanned is relatively small, a database approach can perform adequately. It is when the document store 
is large(r) that the difference in approach becomes a significant performance consideration.

Consider a database approach where there is a need for a simple lookup of a synonym. The operation 
will require a database connection (this might be a one-time occurrence for many accesses), a SQL 
operation and potentially a join depending on table structure.  A SQL database's data is usually 
controlled by a (server) and a client must interact with the server over a network (or at least an on-
system socket). 

Contrast the above with a client that has the SGSKBTM at its disposal.  The client will call a function 
that will simply perform a series of memory accesses to find the desired information.  There is at least 
two orders of magnitude performance improvement in use of the the SGSKBTM.  While pure 
performance may not be of significant value for small data domains, this becomes a critical factor as 
the user load increases and especially as the document store becomes large.  The SGSKBTM can 
potentially support millions of accesses in the time a single SQL operation might take for one lookup. 

SGSKBTM Knowledge Representation

Below is a graphical representation of the SGSKBTM structure.  It is both a hierarchical tree and an N-
dimensional set of relationships.
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While the SGSKBTM tree is ordered, relationships can take many forms.  Examples might be 
Synonyms, Antonyms, Holonyms, Hyponyms, Homonyms, Meronyms, isa or custom relationships.  
This paradigm is extensible to be a distributed/partitioned tree.  For example, the tree might be part of a
“forest” where each tree within the forest exists on a separate node. This is not normally necessary but 
is an option that is possible with the current implementation.  It might be useful for extremely large 
ontologies that cannot be represented within a single computational node. In this case, a highest level in
the forest points to the trees below it that reside on different nodes.  The “relationships” in this case 
have a node specific component that refers to the object within another node.

It must be emphasized that the SGSKBTM approach becomes a critical component of any deep semantic
or even shallow semantics on large datasets.  The reason for this is that analysis of text requires not 
only considerations of synonymy but also word sense to produce high accuracy.  Implementation of 
these concepts is often an exponentially increasing workload due to the rapidly expanding number of 
words/sense that must be evaluated.  This generally must be done both for the text being search (as 
well) as the search terms or document.  It is easily well beyond (X**2) * (Y**2) where X is the 
number of words in the search terms/document and Y is the number of words in the document store.

For this reason, the SGSKBTM needs to be highly efficient to have any hope of providing reasonable 
performance.  Details of the SGSKBTM implementation include:

• Multi-tenancy (single persistent copy of the knowledge store)
• Ultra efficient SGSKBTM functions (direct memory read)
• Tree structure augmented with N-dimensional relationships
• Recursive searches for high efficiency
• Register variables used throughout
• All data passed by reference between functions
• Currently there are about 183,000 nodes in the SGSKBTM + over 826,000  relationships and 

more than 1,000,000 total references (refer to the “dump stats” command)
• Support for Antonyms, Homonyms, Holonyms, Hyponyms, Meronyms, Synonyms
• Currently there are over 3000 phrases that can resolve to synonyms or synonym phrases
• Support for adding additional text data domains such as medical or scientific.
• Support for sentiment classification of text
• Support for classification of text and text documents (i.e., aviation, medical, sports, ...)
• Additional language support (other than English). 
• Support for phrases and their synonym resolutions
• Support for ISA relationships
• Support for user-defined custom relationships
• Part of speech support (full dictionary)
• Semantic distance computations for words
• Sentiment calculation (user extensible)
• Text classification (user extensible domain classes)
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• Fast and efficient fuzzy match of words
• New SGSKBTM  relationships can be added either via user interface or via batch load
• Backup/Restore capability to support growth of the knowledge repository
• Administrative shell
• Well defined APIs supported via both archive and shared libraries for C/C++
• API support for Java via JNI
• Can be integrated with Hadoop frameworks via JNI
• Direct (UDF) SQL support for large databases such as Teradata
• NoSQL support for knowledge base operations
• Multi-node aware. Ontology changes are replicated across nodes

In contrast to the SGSKBTM, approaches that use file IO are orders of magnitude less efficient.  For 
small workloads or very shallow semantics, this may suffice.  For efficient processing of deeper 
semantics or large scale data, file IO is a very significant roadblock to a workable solution.

Lastly, the SGSKBTM supports the ability to input new relationships.  This is accomplished in a number 
of ways; an interactive shell that supports a NoSql syntax; via an input file of NoSql commands; via a 
file of isa-like relationship language statements; via a phrase file; .  With these capabilities, the KB is 
extensible well beyond its initially populated data.

SGSKBTM Performance

Included within the SKB are a set of performance measurement tools to allow the gathering of 
performance statistics. These provide a way to measure performance across different hardware 
platforms.  As an example, a snapshot of performance was gathered on a 1.8Ghz Intel-based with the 
following results:

• 63 (full) SGSKBTM scans within a second for a total ~12 Million node visits/sec. This 
demonstrates the pure traversal power of the SGSKBTM .  Each node within the SGSKBTM is 
visited using the standard search/traversal method used for all SGSKBTM access.  It clearly 
demonstrates the adherence to a policy of “no system calls” and “no context switches” to be 
able support such high rates of access.

• ~938,700 synonym lookups/second with a total of 1.5 million synonyms found. The test takes 
each word within the SGSKBTM and performs a lookup for (all) of its synonyms.

• Word distance computations at an average rate of 17,384/sec. This test takes each word within 
the SGSKBTM and computes the semantic distance to every other word in the SGSKBTM. It is 
N**2 where N is the number of words in the SGSKBTM.  This is a most computationally 
intensive task because of the need to build word distance graphs for every word and involves 
much back-tracking within the ontology structure.

• Note that a multi-core system will scale ~ linearly by the number of CPUs
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The above are figures for a single CPU node with a modest clock speed. To put forth further 
perspective, a single node with an 8 core CPU will be expected to generate (8 execution threads) 
~100,000,000 node visits, ~139,000 word distance computations and ~7.5 million synonym lookups 
per second.  

The following table gives a tabular view of a single single-core CPU, 8 core CPU and a 10 node 
cluster.  The below figures are modest in that an 8 core enterprise level CPU would be of a higher clock
frequency and equipped with faster memory.

1 CPU Core 8 Core (single node) 10 node cluster (80 cores)

Object/Word Full Scans 12 Million Words/sec 100 Million Words/sec 1 Billion Words/sec

Synonyms 938,700/sec 8 Million/sec 80 Million/sec

Word Distance 17,385/sec 140,000/sec 1.4 Million/sec
 
These figures are modest yet they convey a sense of what is possible.  The above can be contrasted 
with a SQL implementation that often is used for such operations.  There is a multiple order of 
magnitude difference between what can be achieved by utilizing the SKB over what is possible with a 
database.  Even SQL databases that have been engineered to provide very good/scaled performance for 
a given SQL operation are (comparatively) inefficient in handling high volumes of SQL operations. 
The SGSKBTM on the other hand has been designed to have (((NO))) operating system overhead (i.e., 
no context switches) during search operations. 

Preventing context switches within the operating system is critical as the requirements for accuracy 
increase and/or the data volumes to be processed increase. Consider for example a simple sentiment 
analysis application. A first step often is to count specific words with a buffer of text and then score this
result according to a predefined classification of positive/negative sentiment for a given word. This 
simple approach has benefits but has accuracy challenges.  

The English language is very rich with synonyms that might need to be considered. Synonyms' part-of-
speech however does matter to be properly considered. Phrases deserve special attention. These can be 
problematic because it is often the case that the meanings of the individual words do not reflect the 
actual meaning of a phrase (“across the board”, “in the mean time”, “ball park figure”, “given the run-
around”, “give it a whirl”, “all the same”, “back off”, “back out”, “bet on”, “best of breed”, “beyond 
measure”, … as just a few examples).

It quickly becomes apparent that accuracy requires that synonyms and phrases be correctly resolved.  
The SGSKBTM has been designed to provide these types of functions at extremely low latency. This 
allows the SGSKBTM to be used in use-cases such as NLP where latency is a critical requirement or in 
the analysis of very large datasets where processing requirements for accuracy would overwhelm a 
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computing platform.

Growth of the SGSKBTM will have some impact on performance but this will generally be small given 
the ordered tree structure that is used to implement it.  Word distance computations may see slightly 
higher latency because of the lookups involve full scans of the SGSKBTM repository.  Full Object/Word 
scans however are quite an efficient process as detailed above so the SGSKBTM can grow much larger 
and maintain its excellent performance.

SGSKBTM Use Cases
Text analytics is a broad field with many approaches. Two categories of analytics often encountered 
include statistical analysis of words within documents and more ambitious approaches that seek to 
“understand” human speech or sentiment. Statistical approaches are easier and simpler in the sense that 
they approach text at face value. Simple approaches quickly become complex when the requirements 
for accuracy increase. Statistical methods provide quick results but struggle to provide accuracy. The 
other approach is to dissect human speech to (understand); this is where the SGSKBTM becomes a 
vitally important component. 

SGSKBTM allows an application developer to off-load tasks such as sentiment and document 
classification on to SGSKBTM ontology where it can be efficiently managed.  Use of the C or JNI api 
ensures that the application is benefitting from the highest level of performance.

Natural Language Processing (NLP)
Human speech and the English language as a prime example, is complex. As has already been 
mentioned, the meaning of spoken/written words very often differs from the words themselves. Groups 
of words (phrases) need to understood/resolved into their synonyms. Consideration of synonyms 
increases the computational effort but one must also ensure that resolution of synonyms is appropriate 
and this generally requires that the words' part-of-speech be considered.

Of special interest to NLP users and application developers is the ability of the SGSKBTM to perform 
some of the following functions:

skb_GetPhrasesByWord()- This function can help identify phrases that might need to be resolved. It is 
often the case that phrases have a different meaning apart from the constituent words.

skb_GetPhraseSyn()- For an identified phrase, a common need is to determine a synonym, or meaning 
of the phrase. 

skb_GetSynonyms()- The English language is rich in its ability to communicate using many words of 
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similar meaning. Having the ability to interject synonymous words in human speech resolution is often 
a valuable ability.

skb_GetSemanticDistance()- The SGSKBTM has the ability to understand hierarchical relationships in 
the form of classes and superclasses of an object/word. All words within the ontology have “object” as
the highest level ancestor, however a word such as “insect” is at some level an ancestor of 
“living_thing”. The same can be said for the word “bird”. The goal with semantic distance is to 
understand the relative “closeness” of any two given words.

skb_GetFuzzyMatches()- A common need during any text analysis is the ability to correct potential mis-
spellings of words. skb_GetFuzzyMatches() has the SGSKBTM ontology at its disposal to quickly offer 
potential matches.

skb_ResolvePhrases() - This function may be applied to a spoken sentence (converted to a text string) 
to recognize and resolve phrases into their synonyms. 

skb_GetAllRelationships()- This function provides the ability to find all relationships that a specific 
word has toward other words in the ontology.  

skb_GetSpecificRelationships() - This function provides the ability to find a specific relationship that a 
given word has toward other words in the ontology. 

skb_GetAllRelationshipsToWord() - This function provides the ability to find all words within the 
ontology that reference a given word with (any/all) relationships.  

skb_GetSpecificRelationshipsToWord() - This function provides the ability to find all words within the 
ontology that reference a given word with a specific relationship. 

Automated Document Domain Classification
When there is the need to automatically classify documents, SGSKBTM can provide a very robust 
capability to determine specific domains for a document. The various “domains” (such as medical, 
financial, scientific, legal, etc...) are user configurable.  The classifications shipped with the SGSKBTM 
provide a framework that can be easily enhanced by the user.  The “classify” directory under 
“/home/agents/sg/src/sheldon/kdir” contains files that are used to populate the SGSKBTM ontology 
during start-up. A user can simply place new domain terms within a text file and these will be read at 
the next restart.

 There are two functions that have been developed to perform the classification efficiently and 
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correctly. skb_ClassifyDomainBuffer() allows for classification of a buffer of text and 
skb_ClassifyDomainFile() will classify a file of text. 

Automated Text Sentiment Assessment
Determining sentiment has become a key need within many domains such as online retail, social media
and customer call centers as but a few examples. While simple word counting can provide cursory 
indications of sentiment, accuracy can be a significant challenge. Counting of words, while simple to 
implement, assumes that we have captured the meaning of the words that comprise the quantum of text 
being analyzed. 

Given the ambiguity of the English language, consideration of simple word meanings is not enough and
implementations often resort to consideration of N-grams and search for specific patterns such as 
phrases or subject/verb. The need to delve deeper into the meaning of text requires more advanced 
techniques. These techniques can greatly expand the search/processing requirements for a given 
amount of text. Implementations that use disks/databases as foundations have a high risk of failure due 
to the overhead required.  The SGSKBTM can greatly increase the capabilities of deep analytics and can 
significantly decrease the processing latencies involved.

The ability to efficiently resolve phrases within text is a critical requirement for accuracy. The 
skb_GetPhraseSyn() will attempt to locate synonyms for a given phrase. The skb_ResolvePhrases()and 
skb_ResolvePhrasesFile() functions will locate, analyze and resolve phrases in a block of text or file.

The skb_GetSentiment....() functions may benefit from the consideration of phrase resolution and 
synonyms. For this reason, these functions accept a 'flags' parameter that instructs SGSKBTM to 
preprocess the text prior to sentiment processing. This can significantly enhance accuracy of sentiment 
analysis.

Ontology Engine Within Hadoop 
Hadoop provides the ability to process vast amounts of utilizing large numbers of processing 
engines/nodes.  Frameworks such as Hive and Spark do support basic text analytics functions (e.g., 
ngrams within Hive), however, this support is very topical. While there is value in using some of these 
basic functions, the accuracy and speed when applied to real-world tasks at scale can be disappointing. 

The SGSKBTM offers the possibility of significantly increasing Hadoop's reach into the text analytics 
space by providing a very highly performant semantic capability that can raise its capabilities to rival 
and exceed commercially available products designed specifically for this purpose. Having (all) of the 
skb_* functions available on every node within a Hadoop cluster bring an unprecedented level 
advanced text analytic functionality to the open-source world.
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The one thing to remember is that Hadoop is a “Java” implementation while the SGSKBTM have been 
developed in C-Language. C-Language was chose due to its potential for very high performance/low 
latency. For this reason, the SGSKBTM framework supports a JNI interface that allows seamless 
integration of Java-based frameworks and SGSKBTM.  SGSKBTM can enhance a Hadoop system to 
allow it to finally have the advanced text analytics features applied to data at scale. 

Ontology Engine Within An Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW)

EDWs have traditionally been the place to place large amounts of data and create a “single version of 
the truth”. Given their parallel architectures, there has been the desire to utilize the large scale 
computational framework of nodes to perform a variety of analytics including analysis of text and 
sentiment. While highly successful in business analytics, the EDW has been less successful in the area 
of analysis of text. One example might be call-center data or large document corpora. The problem 
wasn't the EDW itself; it was due to the approaches taken to implement solutions. Often the solution 
entailed utilizing the database (either the EDW itself or an ancillary database) to aid in the text analysis.
Unfortunately, most users found that this provided mediocre results (poor accuracy), exacted enormous 
amounts of CPU and incurred very large latencies.

Lacking in these early attempts was a high speed ontology. Whereas one may store information and 
retrieve it within a database, an ontology provides another layer of functionality that is of immense 
value in solving (all) of the issues that plagued early attempts at text analytics in EDWs. It is (orders) of
magnitude faster than any database and supports the relationships and functionality required to aid in 
the proper analysis of human speech.

EDWs are generally parallel architectures (multi-node). The SGSKBTM can be installed on (every) node
of a parallel EDW to allow for local execution of ontology functions. Its memory footprint is very 
small due to its graph-like structure and its highly optimized search engine exerts minimal impact on a 
database node. 

Installation Requirements
The following are the minimum installation requirements for the SGSKBTM:

• 64bit Intel Computer with:
◦ 4GB or more RAM
◦ 5 GB free disk space

• 64bit Linux Operating System – 
◦ Centos 6 or 7 or later versions
◦ Red Hat Linux 6 or 7 or later versions
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• GNU C compiler 4.4 or later
• JAVA Developer Kit (JDK) 1.8 or later

The SGSKBTM hardware requirements are very modest due to its highly optimized engine. This allows 
it to be used in embedded applications (such as EDW and Hadoop systems) with minimal impact.

Installation Instructions

SGSKBTM is installed using an installation script executed by the root user.  The following steps should 
be followed to correctly install SGSKBTM . 

1) Obtain the installation disk from Chicago Technologies Incorporated.

2) Login as the root user into the Linux system/node.

3) Insert the disk and allow the system to mount it.

4) Navigate to the newly mounted disk's / directory

5) Copy the INSTALL.sh and skb.tar.gz to the /home directory

cp INSTALL.sh skb.tar.gz /home/

6) Type the following command as the root user:

./INSTALL.sh

NOTE: The installation script will add a new user to the system named “agents” whose home directory 
will be “/home/agents”. The default password for the agents userid is “sgadmin”.

7) Remove the two installation files:

rm INSTALL.sh skb.tar.gz

8) Login as the 'agents' user-to-user:

su – agents

9) Navigate to the  SGSKBTM directory:
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cd /home/agents/sg/bin

10) Initialize the SGSKBTM by typing the following command (NOTE: make sure you are logged in 
as the 'agents' user):

./sgskb

 
SGSKBTM will print information about the license plus

will initialize its in-memory repository/ontology.  The repository

initialization will only be done the first time (or after a system reboot where

memory is cleared).  Once initialization is complete, SGSKBTM will print a

an accounting of all objects within the SKB ontology and a command prompt

as depicted below:

License Information:

        license_key=GFBd000000025728c7925728c79200000030stan

        type=Demo
        nodes_auth=2

        nodes_active=5

        build_date=Tue May  3 10:45:22 2016

        license expires on Thu Jun  2 10:45:22 2016

I don't know what stan is but I will add it!

I don't know what human is but I will add it!

…
…
...

I don't know what kosher is but I will add it!

        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................
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        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................
        ..............................................................................................................................

        SKB knowledge base:

            Total object Count=           190,500

Phrase Count=                   3,059

Synonym Count=                749,946

Phrase Synonym Count=           4,447

Meronym Count=                 22,187

Holonym Count=                 22,187

Homonym Count=                    877

Hyponym Count=                  8,577

Antonym Count=                  7,979

Relation count=               831,315

Domain_synset count=            6,602

Member_of_Domain count=         9,390

Total SKB Count=            1,024,874

Shared Memory Allocated=  318,767,104

Shared Memory in Use=     304,263,700

Shared Memory free=        14,503,404

        →
 

10) While at the SGSKBTM prompt, type the following command to perform an initial backup of the 
repository:

→ backup
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The system will respond by printing the number of objects that were backed up:

......................................................................................................................................................................

.................................... Done

Backed up 202859 objects

11) Verify that the backup exists by typing at the SGSKBTM prompt:

→ show backups

The system should display the backup image with the current date, e.g. 

Backup Name: skbbackup_Fri_May__6_06:37:09_2016     Size: 208,575,375 bytes     Created: Fri 
May  6 06:37:09 2016

12) Exit the SGSKBTM administrative shell by typing at the SGSKBTM prompt:

→ quit

The system will respond with:

Bye!

13) SGSKBTM is now ready for user-to-user

Restarting 

Simple Restart of the daemon

The SGSKBTM is responsible for initializing the ontology and serves as the administrative interface. It 
also creates additional processes that run in the background. These background processes are important
in multi-node (e.g., Hadoop or Teradata) operation. Once initialization is complete, the administrative 
interface component that was presented to the user on start may be closed; the ontology will remain 
functional. If there is a need to regain administrative access to the SGSKBTM, simply typing ./sgskb 
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from the /home/agents/sg/bin directory.  The administrative interface will immediately respond to 
request and (will not) attempt to reinitialize the ontology.

Reinitializing The SGSKBTM Ontology

If there is a need to restart (and reinitialize) the ontology, this can be accomplished by typing the below
command as the agents user. The primary reason why the ontology might need to be re-initialized is 
when additional data files have been added to the SGSKBTM data directories. During normal operation, 
the ontology is only initialized during initial start after an operating system boot.

Restart the SGSKBTM by typing the following command (NOTE: make sure you are logged in as the 
'agents' user):

pkill -9 sheldon

cd sg/bin

./sgskb

Complete Restart of the daemon and initialization of the ontology

If there is a need to restart and reinitialize the ontology, this can be accomplished by typing the 
following command as the agents user:

Restart the SGSKBTM by typing the following command (NOTE: make sure you are logged in as the 
'agents' user):

pkill -9 sheldon

cd sg/bin

./sgskb -f CLEAN

./sgskb

Please note that it will take a few minutes for the ontology to reinitialize completely.

Automating Start of SGSKBTM on System Start
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In production use, it may be desirable to have the SGSKBTM daemon start as part of the operating 
system initialization. This may be accomplished by adding a start script that includes the following 
command:

/home/agents/sg/bin/sgskb -d

The (-d) option informs the SGSKBTM to start up as a daemon and will not present a user command line
interface nor expect a user to input commands. Depending on the speed of the CPU, it takes a few 
minutes for the ontology to be initialized.

Checking SGSKBTM Operational Status
 Operational status of the SGSKBTM may be verified from the command line by typing:

./sgskb -z

If the SGSKBTM has completed initializing the ontology, a value of '1' will be returned and the 
following message will appear:

REPT: main: the sgskb ontology is operational

If the ontology is still in the process of initializing, the command will return '99' and the following 
message will be printed:

REPT: main: the sgskb ontology is still initializing...

Installation In a Cluster of Hadoop Nodes

Installation of the SKB in a large cluster of nodes can be accomplished by executing the 
INSTALL_HDP.sh script. This must be done as the root user id from a node that has password-less root
access to all of the nodes that require the SKB to be installed. Execution of the script will perform the 
following operations:

• Creates the agents user id on each node
• Copies the required gzipped tar file to each node
• Unzips, extracts the SKB files to their appropriate directories
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• Executes the installation script on each node
• Enables automated start at system initialization
• Starts the SKB service
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Installation In a Cluster of SemantiGrid Nodes

Installation of the SKB in a SemantiGrid cluster is managed by the SemantiGrid installation procedure. 
For additional instructions please refer to the SemantiGrid User Guide. The SKB and SemantiGrid are 
closely integrated. A SemantiGrid cluster uses SKB functions for many of its operations – both during 
document ingest and operationally to fulfill query requests. 
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SGSKBTM License Terms
The SGSKBTM is licensed in a variety forms; single system, per-node basis for business use,  
educational & research and demo. Licenses may be time-limited or perpetual. Demo, educational and 
research licenses are provided without warranty.   A purchased copy of the product comes with a 
warranty and technical support specified in the purchase agreement.

During initialization, the SGSKBTM performs a license check to ensure the license is valid and its use 
conforms to the license terms.  Should a discrepancy be detected, the SGSKBTM will generate a 
warning message. On license expiration, there is a grace period after which, the product will cease to 
function if the license is not updated.
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Administrative Shell

The SGSKBTM administrative shell provides the ability to maintain the product and to query/update the 
ontology.  The shell command exists in /home/agents/sg/bin and is called “sgskb”.  The command shell 
serves as both the daemon that initializes the ontology and is also the command line utility for access. 

One recommended practice is to change directory to /home/agents/sg/bin and then executing “./sgskb” 
on the command line:

cd /home/agents/sg/bin

./sgskb

The Help Command
At the resultant prompt “->”, executing the “help” command will yield the following:

 -> help

****Administration Commands****

backup [backup_file] --- backup all objects.  A file name is optional

restore [restore_file] --- backup all objects; default is the most recent backup file

****SKB Commands****

describe [ object | all ] [ filename ]--- Display structural layout of internal memory-based objects 
(optionally to a file)

distance between object1 and object2 --- Display semantic distance between two objects

dump [ object | attribute | phrase] [ object_name | stats | all ] [filename]--- Display object specifics 
(optionally to a file)

show [ object | backups | all ] [filename]--- Display item or catalog of displayable items if no argument 
(optionally to a file)

****NoSql Commands****

delete from [object | word | relationship | attribute | phrase ] where name = [`item_name`]

insert [ object | word | relationship | attribute | phrase ] values(column_name=[`column_value`],...) 
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[where object.name=column_value]

select [ * | object_field,...] from [object | attribute | ... ] where object_field=value [ and | or 
object_field=value]  --- Display selected fields of an object(s))

update [ object | word | relationship | phrase ] col1,...,colN (c1_value, ..., cN_value)

-> 

Backup/Restore Commands
During installation, it is recommended that the repository is backed up using the “backup” command.  
If there is a need to launch  SGSKBTM from a restored copy, this can be accomplished from within the 
administrative shell or from the command line.  From the shell, typing the “restore” command will 
initiate a restore from the last restore point. From the Linux command line, SGSKBTM can be launched 
with the -r option:

cd /home/agents/sg/bin

./sgskb -r

Just as is the case with invoking a restore from within the administrative shell, the “-r” option will 
result in a restore from the latest backup copy of the ontology. It must be pointed out that restoring 
from a backup does not modify any existing statically defined versions of load files; only the in-
memory copy of the ontology is effected.  If updates have been made to load files, these will only be 
reflected in the backup if a backup had been generated after the updates.

The recommended operation of the SGSKBTM is to modify the ontology by modify the load files. 
Modification of the in-memory SGSKBTM image and then a backup is an alternative, keeping in mind 
that subsequent startups of the SGSKBTM must then be initiated from the backup to ensure that the 
SGSKBTM reflects the prior in-memory changes.

Backup/Restore Best Practices
The “backup” command will backup up the ontology which is desirable if the ontology has changed. 
Ideally, users will be adding to the ontology by placing new information into the ontology data 
subdirectories under “/home/agents/sg/src/bigdata/sheldon/kdir”. This ensures that at each restart, the 
SGSKBTM reads in the modified data.

The other mechanism of operation is to modify the in-memory contents of the SGSKBTM ontology and 
create backups. If this is chosen as the operational mechanism, the implication is that every subsequent 
restart of the SGSKBTM will require a restart from (backup). This is perfectly fine and will ensure 
proper operation. The best practice recommendation would however be to utilize the capabilities 
afforded by the data directories under “/home/agents/sg/src/bigdata/sheldon/kdir”.
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Dump Command
The “dump” command provides a mechanism to display objects, attributes, phrases and ontology 
statistics.  An example of the use of the dump command is:

→ dump stats
Total object Count=                            190,500

Phrase Count=                          3,059
Synonym Count=                 749,946
Phrase Synonym Count=         4,447
Meronym Count=                  22,187
Holonym Count=                  22,187
Homonym Count=                     877
Hyponym Count=                   8,577
Antonym Count=                    7,979
Relation count=                  831,315
Domain_synset count=                    6,602
Member_of_Domain count=           9,390
Total SKB Count=                    1,024,874
Shared Memory Allocated=  318,767,104
Shared Memory in Use=       304,263,700
Shared Memory free=             14,503,404

-> 

Notice in the above, the statistics on the contents of the ontology.  The total total object count identifies 
the specific words that reside within the ontology.  For each word, there are usually multiple Parts Of 
Speach (POS) instances that are not reflected in this count.

Shared memory is allocated in segments and the “Shared Memory free” is the amount left in the last 
allocation.  Additional information on shared memory can be obtained by typing the following 
command at the Linux command shell:

ipcs -ma

Please note that you must be logged in as the 'agents' user to obtain a report for the SGSKBTM.

The dump command can be used to review the contents of the ontology. The syntax of the dump 
command is:

dump object_name[*]

Where object_name is the object being requested. Optionally, one may terminate the object name with 
the '*' meta character. In this case, the first object to be encountered that contains the object_name will 
be returned. It is thus possible that “Russian F*” will match “Russian Fighter Plane”. 
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An example of using 'dump' to explore the ontology data is:

--> dump fish

***** REPT: DUMPING OBJECT fish *****
ATTRIBUTE LEVEL  = 1
NAME             = fish
WORD             =
    fish              
        pos=noun
        Superclass=
             aquatic_vertebrate               pos=noun
        type=word
        tense= 
        number= 
        gender= 
        sentiment=n
        sentiment value=0
        description=(astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Pisces  
    fish              
        pos=noun
        Superclass=
             food               pos=noun
        type=word
        tense= 
        number= 
        gender= 
        sentiment=n
        sentiment value=0
        description=the twelfth sign of the zodiac; the sun is in this sign from about February 19 to March 20  
    fish              
        pos=noun
        Superclass=
             topobject               pos=n
        type=word
        tense= 
        number= 
        gender= 
        sentiment=n
        sentiment value=0
        description=the flesh of fish used as food; in Japan most fish is eaten raw; after the scare about foot-and-mouth disease 
a lot of people started eating fish instead of meat; they have a chef who specializes in fish  
    fish              
        pos=noun
        Superclass=
             topobject               pos=n
        type=word
        tense= 
        number= 
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        gender= 
        sentiment=n
        sentiment value=0
        description=any of various mostly cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates usually having scales and breathing through gills; 
the shark is a large fish; in the living room there was a tank of colorful fish  
    fish              
        pos=verb
        Superclass=
             catch               pos=verb
        type=word
        tense= 
        number= 
        gender= 
        sentiment=n
        sentiment value=0
        description=seek indirectly; fish for compliments  
    fish              
        pos=verb
        Superclass=
             search               pos=verb
        type=word
        tense= 
        number= 
        gender= 
        sentiment=n
        sentiment value=0
        description=catch or try to catch fish or shellfish; I like to go fishing on weekends  
    fish              
        pos=verb
        Superclass=
             topobject               pos=n
        type=word
        tense= 
        number= 
        gender= 
        sentiment=n
        sentiment value=0
DIRECT SUPERCLASSES     = 

DSUPERCLASS = topobject
SUPERCLASSES     = 

 
n:fish:aquatic_vertebrate:vertebrate:chordate:animal:organism:living_thing:whole:object:physical_entity:entity:topobject
n:fish:food:substance:matter:physical_entity:entity:topobject
n:fish:topobject
v:fish:catch:contract:sicken:worsen:change_state:change:replace:regenerate:better
v:fish:search:examine:question:ask:request:communicate:interact:act
v:fish
ATTRIBUTES       = 
CHILDREN         = 
RELATIONSHIPS    = 
RELATIONSHIP= SYN ----> angle, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= HYPER ----> catch, POS=verb
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RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fish, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fish, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fisherman, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fishing, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fishing, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fishery, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> crab, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> seine, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> scallop, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> rail, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> brail, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> angle, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> shrimp, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> net_fish, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> shark, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> trawl, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> still-fish, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> prawn, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= HYPER ----> search, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fish, POS=verb
RELATIONSHIP= HYPER ----> aquatic_vertebrate, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= HYPER ----> school, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= HYPER ----> pisces, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fishy, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> bottom-feeder, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> bottom_lurkers, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> cartilaginous_fish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fish_scale, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> roe, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> milt, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> lateral_line, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fin, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> tail_fin, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fishbone, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fingerling, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> game_fish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> food_fish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> rough_fish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> young_fish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> mouthbreeder, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> spawner, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> northern_snakehead, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> bony_fish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> climbing_perch, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= HYPER ----> food, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> panfish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> stockfish, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> anchovy, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> eel, POS=noun
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RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> mullet, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> alewife, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> schrod, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> haddock, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> hake, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> trout, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> rock_salmon, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> salmon, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> shad, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> smelt, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= MER_PART ----> fish scale, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= MER_PART ----> roe, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= MER_PART ----> milt, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= MER_PART ----> lateral line, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= MER_PART ----> fin, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= MER_PART ----> tail fin, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= MER_PART ----> fishbone, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= HOL_MEM ----> school, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= HOL_MEM ----> pisces, POS=noun
CLASS RELATIONSHIPS = 

topobject
LINEAGE          = fish-> topobject
***** DUMP OF OBJECT fish COMPLETE *****
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The NoSql Commands

SGSKBTM supports a number of SQL-like commands for displaying and modifying information in its 
ontology. Included in the list of supported commands are: show tables, describe, select, insert, delete 
and update. An important thing to note when using these commands is that the underlying SGSKBTM 
data structures are “not” tables within a database. The SQL-like commands are provided as a 
convenience given the pervasive acceptance of the SQL language. For the most part, the data structures
being accessed/manipulated by the NoSql commands are closely related to C language data structures 
in their appearance.  NoSql provides the ability to view into the internals of the SGSKBTM data 
structures and in some case to modify the ontology data.

SHOW
The show command can be used to display information about the internal data structures within 
SGSKBTM ontology and backups that have been taken.  As an example, the following command 
displays all of the objects within the repository:

-> show tables

attribute

child

instantiation

object

parse

phrase

qualifier

relationship

sense

subattribute

synonym

statement

stringlink
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superclass

timestamp

word

Each of the above structures can further be displayed using the “describe” command. Additionally, the 
show command can display the backup images that can be used to restore the ontology as shown 
below:

 -> show backups

Backup Name: skbbackup_Sun_Dec_13_11:44:35_2015      Size: 165,232,010 bytes     Created: Sun 
Dec 13 11:44:45 2015

Backup Name: skbbackup_Sun_Dec_20_08:22:01_2015      Size: 165,232,190 bytes     Created: Sun 
Dec 20 08:22:11 2015

Backup Name: skbbackup_Mon_Dec_21_18:15:08_2015     Size: 165,232,190 bytes     Created: Mon 
Dec 21 18:15:19 2015

Backup Name: skbbackup_Mon_Dec_21_18:16:29_2015     Size: 165,232,190 bytes     Created: Mon Dec 21 18:16:40 2015

Backup Name: skbbackup_Fri_May__6_07:30:02_2016       Size: 208,575,375 bytes     Created: Fri May  6 07:30:16 2016

Backup Name: skbbackup_Fri_May__6_07:33:27_2016       Size: 208,575,375 bytes     Created: Fri 
May  6 07:33:39 2016  (Default)

DESCRIBE
The describe command will display the specified data structure (table). As an example, below a 
command is being executed to display the relationship table.

-> describe relationship;

relationship (

type character[192];

value character[16];

name character[128];

pos character[1];
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presence character[8];

);

SELECT
The select statement provides the ability to inspect objects within the ontology. Objects are NOT tables 
and the structures can contain other structures. This requires strict adherence to a naming convention 
that permits proper identification of the structure being reference.  For example, the “object” structure 
contains other structures such as “relationship”. To reference the relationship structure, it is necessary 
to fully qualify the structure as “object.relationship”. Below is an example of a select statement to 
display the relationship structure with name=”good” (an object may have many relationships). 

> select * from object.relationship where name="good";                                                                 

SYN||good||$NN

SYN||goodness||$NN

SYN||goodness||$NN

ANT||evil||$NN

ANT||evil||$NN

ANT||bad||$NN

ANT||bad||$NN

SYN||good||$ADJ

SYN||good||$ADJ

SYN||good||$ADJ

SYN||good||$ADJ

SYN||well(p)||$ADJ

SYN||undecomposed||$ADJ

SYN||unspoiled||$ADJ

SYN||unspoilt||$ADJ

SYN||honest||$ADJ

SYN||salutary||$ADJ
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SYN||sound||$ADJ

SYN||serious||$ADJ

SYN||right||$ADJ

SYN||ripe||$ADJ

SYN||good||$ADJ

SYN||just||$ADJ

SYN||upright||$ADJ

SYN||good||$ADJ

SYN||good||$ADJ

ANT||bad||$ADJ

ANT||evil||$ADJ

SYN||good||$ADV

SYN||good||$ADV

Best Practice For No-Sql
The No-Sql interface was created to allow simplified display of SGSKBTM internal data structures. 
While the interface does provide the ability to modify data within the SGSKBTM, the user is encourage 
to add new data by adding data files into the SGSKBTM knowledge directories (under 
/home/agents/sg/src/sheldon/kdir). 

By adding new data into the data repository directories, the user is assured that at the next restart, the 
ontology's contents reflect the newly added data (automatically).
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SGSKBTM Log File

The SGSKBTM  log file may be found in /home/bigdata/log.  The logfile name is skb.log and will roll 
over to skb.log.old once it becomes larger than 50MB.

There are three types of messages:

REPT:

A report message is informational and does not indicate an anomaly or error.  The general format of 
report messages is:

REPT: Fri May  6 06:25:44 2016: SendAgentConnect: pid=3410: ip=192.168.0.33, port=7772

ERROR:

Any message with the “ERROR” prefix indicates an anomaly that requires attention:  An example of an
error message is:

ERROR: Fri May  6 06:25:46 2016: SendAgentConnect: connect(): pid=3410: target ip=192.168.0.33: 
target port=7772: failed, errno = 113 - No route to host

WARNING:

A warning message indicates that SGSKBTM  is functional but that a condition has been detected that 
may or may not be serious.

WARNING:  Fri May  6 06:25:44 2016 : skb_VerifyLicense: license expired on  Fri May  5 06:25:44 
2016

All  messages of type “ERROR” indicate a potentially serious condition and should be reported to the 
party responsible for support of the SGSKBTM product. 
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The  SGSKBTM Configuration File

The SGSKBTM configuration file allows a number of defaults to be over-ridden.  Below is an example 
of the default configuration file “SGSKB”:

#
# This file contains the configuration options for the SKB.

#
SKBBACKUPDIR=/home/agents/sg/backup

SKBBACKUP=skbbackup

SHMCTRLBASEADDR=0x00000000ed000000

SHMBASEADDR=0x00000000ee000000

SHMBASEKEY=0x00000ee0

Of primary importance are the settings that allow mapping of memory into user process spaces. These 
should not need to be modified but can be if an addressing conflict arises between the SGSKBTM and a 
process wishing to use the API.  

Recommendations for values should an address collision arise is to select a range higher in the address 
spectrum. For example, SHMBASEADDR might be modified to be 0x00000001ee000000 or higher to 
mitigate the collision.

The SKBCFG configuration file resides in /home/agents/sg/cfg. 
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SGSKBTM Knowledge Files

The  SGSKBTM reads various input files to populate its metadata store.  The base directory for all data 
files is the $HOME directory for the agents user  (/home/agents). The following are the subdirectories 
for  SGSKBTM input data: $HOME/wordnet/dict, $HOME/sg/src/bigdata/sheldon/kdir and 
$HOME/Webster.

WordNet Input Files

Wordnet input files are read to extract a variety of semantic data.  The WordNet data files are installed 
on each node within the SGSKBTM cluster and remain in their native form. During a backup, all of the 
data is stored into a backup image and on a “restore”, WordNet data files are (not) reread.  Users should
not modify any of the WordNet  files and instead interact with the SGSKBTM if changes are needed. 
Alternatively,  SGSKBTM data file support provides a way to extend the ontology that makes 
modification of WordNet files unnecessary. Note: The SGSKBTM does not use any WordNet functions 
or libraries.  

Webster Dictionary Files
Webster Dictionary files are read during SGSKBTM initial startup unless a restore operation is requested.
During a backup operation, all of the Webster Dictionary information is saved within the backup image.
Users should not modify any of the Webster Dictionary information and instead interact with SGSKBTM

if changes are needed.

SGSKBTM Data Files
SGSKBTM data files that are used to populate the ontology on startup exist within the 
$HOME/sg/src/bigdata/sheldon/kdir directory. There are however multiple subdirectories for phrases, 
text classification domains, sentiment, synonyms, antonyms, holonyms, hyponyms, meronyms and 
homonyms. These directories contain both text files and database files that are used for ingest of 
SGSKBTM data. Text files may be modified and will be utilized the next time the is SGSKBTM restarted 
(a “-f CLEAN” will be required if the LINUX system has not been restarted and the SGSKBTM has 
been initialized/running).

Database files are identified by a '.db' ending. These are binary files that are not user modifiable.
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If there is a need to add data to any of the data directories, it is recommended that a new text file be 
populated in the directory (e.g.  HOME/sg/src/bigdata/sheldon/kdir/synonyms). Directories are scanned
at SGSKBTM  initialization time and any files residing in a data directory is treated as a data file. For 
this reason, only data files should appear in the directories.

Each data file has a specific syntax, although all data files adhere to a similar pattern. Data files do 
support comments via the '#' character. Any line beginning with the character '#' will be ignored by the 
SGSKBTM loader.

Under the base kdir directory there is a directory named “isa”. There are a variety of data files related 
to “is a type of” or “is a kind of” relationships (these are treated identically).  There are potentially 26 
files corresponding to all 26 letters of the alphabet. All of these files adhere to a common format. An 
example of the contents is:

an animal is a kind of organism

an alligator is a kind of reptile

an apple is a kind of fruit

AIDS is a kind of disease

AC is a kind of electric current

an ale is a kind of beer

Anhueser-Busch is a type of brewer

Anchor is a type of brewer

Anchor is a type of beer 

The user can modify these files to include new relationships and these will be loaded during SGSKBTM 

initialization.

SGSKBTM Antonym Support

A “antonym” is a word that has the opposite meaning as another word. The antonym subdirectory 
contains text files and potentially database “.db” files with antonym definitions.  Text files may be 
modified and a restart of the SGSKBTM is required for these entries to be enabled. SGSKBTM support of 
antonyms extends the homonyms provided by WordNet and allows users to conveniently add their own
antonyms.

The syntax of antonym text files is:
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word/$POS:antonym1,antonym2,...

Where $POS is the part of speech tag.

Naming of antonym files is left to the user but a convention of specifying a descriptive name 
component followed by “.txt” is recommended.

SGSKBTM Holonym Support

A “holonym” is a word having constituent parts. An example of a holonym might be “airplane” whose 
constituent parts might include: wing, landing gear, rudder, elevator, engine, flap, aileron, panel,... A 
“holonym” might be thought to be the reverse of a “meronym”. In this case, “wing” would be a 
“meronym” for airplane. 

The holonym subdirectory contains text files and potentially database “.db” files with holonym 
definitions.  Text files may be modified and a restart of the SGSKBTM is required for these entries to be 
enabled. SGSKBTM  support of holonyms extends the holonyms provided by WordNet and allows users 
to conveniently add their own holonyms.

The syntax of holonym text files is:

word/$POS:holonym1,holonym2,...

Where $POS is the part of speech tag.

Naming of holonym files is left to the user but a convention of specifying a descriptive name 
component followed by “.txt” is recommended.

SGSKBTM Homonym Support

A “homonym” is a word that phonetically sounds the same as another word. The homonym 
subdirectory contains text files and potentially database “.db” files with homonym definitions.  Text 
files may be modified and a restart of the SGSKBTM is required for these entries to be enabled. 
SGSKBTM  support of homonyms extends the homonyms provided by WordNet and allows users to 
conveniently add their own homonyms.
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The syntax of homonym text files is:

word/$POS:homonym1,homonym2,...

Where $POS is the part of speech tag.

Naming of homonym files is left to the user but a convention of specifying a descriptive name 
component followed by “.txt” is recommended. 

SGSKBTM Hypernym Support

A “hypernym” is a term used to designate a broader class. As an example, “flower” would be a 
hypernym for daisy and rose. 

The hypernym subdirectory contains text files and potentially database “.db” files with hypernym 
definitions.  Text files may be modified and a restart of the SGSKBTM is required for these entries to be 
enabled. SGSKBTM  support of hypernyms extends the hpernyms provided by WordNet and allows users
to conveniently add their own hypernyms.

The syntax of hypernym text files is:

word(hypernym)/$POS:hyponym1,hyponym2,...

Where $POS is the part of speech tag.

Naming of hypernym files is left to the user but a convention of specifying a descriptive name 
component followed by “.txt” is recommended.

SGSKBTM Hyponym Support

A “hyponym” is a term used to designate a particular member of a broader class. As an example, daisy 
and rose are hyponyms of flower. Flower in this case is a “hypernym” of daisy and rose.

The hyponym subdirectory contains text files and potentially database “.db” files with hyponym 
definitions.  Text files may be modified and a restart of the SGSKBTM is required for these entries to be 
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enabled. SGSKBTM  support of hyponyms extends the hyponyms provided by WordNet and allows users
to conveniently add their own hyponyms.

The syntax of hyponym text files is:

word(hyponym)/$POS:hypernym1,hypernym2,...

Where $POS is the part of speech tag.

Naming of hyponym files is left to the user but a convention of specifying a descriptive name 
component followed by “.txt” is recommended.

SGSKBTM Meronym Support

A “meronym” is a word that represents a constituent part of another word. A meronym is therefor the 
“reverse” of a “holonym”. An examples of meronyms might be: wing, landing gear, rudder, elevator, 
engine, flap, aileron, panel,.. for which the holonym might be “airplane”

The meronym subdirectory contains text files and potentially database “.db” files with meronym 
definitions.  Text files may be modified and a restart of the SGSKBTM is required for these entries to be 
enabled. SGSKBTM  support of holonyms extends the meronyms provided by WordNet and allows users
to conveniently add their own meronyms.

The syntax of meronym text files is:

word(meronym)/$POS:holonym1,holonym2,...

Where $POS is the part of speech tag.

Naming of meronym files is left to the user but a convention of specifying a descriptive name 
component followed by “.txt” is recommended.

SGSKBTM Synonym Support

A “synonym” is a word that has a similar meaning to another word. The synonym subdirectory contains
text files and potentially database “.db” files with synonym definitions.  Text files may be modified and
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a restart of the SGSKBTM is required for these entries to be enabled. SGSKBTM  support of synonyms 
extends the synonyms provided by WordNet and allows users to conveniently add their own synonyms.

The syntax of synonym text files is:

word/$POS:synonym1,synonym2,...

Where $POS is the part of speech tag.

The SGSKBTM contains nickname data files (nicknames01.txt and nicknamesreverse01.txt). These 
contain English firstname nicknames. Other synonym files may be added to this directory. Naming of 
synonym files is left to the user but a convention of specifying a descriptive name component followed 
by “.txt” is recommended. 

SGSKBTM Sentiment Support

The sentiment subdirectory will contain both a negative.txt and positive.txt text file.  These two files 
may be modified in which case a restart of the SGSKBTM is required and must be preceded by a “-f 
CLEAN” to deleted the current in-memory knowledge representation. 

The syntax of both files is:

word|- or +|strength

The '-' indicates a negative connotation and '+' a positive one.  The 'strength' is a value between 1 and 9  
and indicates the strength of either a positive or negative sentiment for the 'word'. The values in these 
two files can be modified and new words can be added to the ontology. Additional files may reside in 
the directory and will be treated similarly to the 

An example (excerpt) of a sentiment file is:

eloquence|+|1

eloquent|+|4

eloquently|+|4

embolden|+|1
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eminence|+|1

eminent|+|1

empathize|+|1

empathy|+|1

empower|+|1

empowerment|+|1

enchant|+|9

enchanted|+|9

enchanting|+|9

enchantingly|+|9

encourage|+|1

encouragement|+|1

encouraging|+|3

encouragingly|+|3

endear|+|1

endearing|+|1

endorse|+|3

endorsed|+|3

endorsement|+|3

endorses|+|3
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SGSKBTM Text Classification Support

The 'classify' subdirectory will contain a file named 'classify.txt'.  The classify.txt file contains a set of 
domain relationships.  Its use is in the classification of a text snippet or an entire file of text by the 
domain it might belong to.  A given collection of text may belong to multiple domains and thus the 
returned classification may specify multiple possibilities along with a 'strength' measure.  The 'strength'
is based on the number of words matching a specific domain relative to the total words in the 
document. 

There is often the need to classify text across a variety and unique set of domains. Additional domains 
may be added simply by adding the data files to the classify directory.  The SGSKBTM  does provide 
additional medical domain data files that may be optionally enabled. There are subdirectories named 
“medical” and “aviation” that contain classification for these two domains. To enable, these would need
to be copied/moved one level up from the their respective sub-directories.    

The syntax of the file(s) is:

domain_word/pos:<subclass>,word1,word2,word3

where:

'domain_word' 

is the identified domain (such as medical or sports)

'pos'

is the part of speech tag.

'<subclass>' 

links/includes the domain relationships from another domain.  

'word1,word2,word3,...' 

is a list of terms that define/describe the specific domain.

An example of the contents of classify.txt is:

jet/$NN:fast,turbofan,scramjet,supersonic,subsonicf

fighterplane/$NN:P51
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airplane/$NN:<jet>,<biplane>,<fighterplane,turboprop,airspeed,flight,stall,\

avgas,airfoil,rudder,aileron,flaps,stick,antenna,GPS,VOR,gyro,gyroscope,radio,\

wing,fuselage,tire,airfoil,stall,avgas,trim

biplane/$NN:Spad,Sopwith

jet/$NN:<airplane>,<jet manufacturers>,turbine,supersonic,thrust

jet manufacturers/$NN:Boeing,Airbus,Hawker,Cessna,Lear,Learjet

US fighter plane/$NN:<jet>,F4,F5,F8,F14,F15,F16,F17,F18,F20,F21,P51,P51,P38, 
F104,F111,F104,F86,MIG,Harrier,Tornado,Spad,Sopwith Camel,Sukoi,Hurricane,Spitfire,P51 
Mustang, Mustang, Hellcat,Corsair,F6F,F4U,P38,P38Lightening,Harrier, Tomcat,F22A,F35A,AC10

German Fighter Plane/$NN:Fokker,Junkers,Albatros,Halberstadt,Kondor,Naglo,Pfalz,Siemans-
Schuckert

fighter plane/$NN:<US fighter Plane>,<German Fighter Plane>

bomber/$NN:B1,B2,B17,B24,B26,B29,B52

aviation/$NN:<airplane>,<jet>,<biplane>,<fighter plane>,ATC,airspeed,flight

SGSKBTM Homonyms Support

The Homonyms subdirectory will contain a homonym.db file that is not user modifiable as it is in a 
binary format. Also within the homonyms subdirectory, if there is a homonym.forms text file found 
here, its contents will be treated as a user addition to the homonym repository.  The format required for 
proper operation with SGSKBTM is a comma delimited set of entries where the first entry is a particular 
word followed by it's homonyms and descriptive text.  The syntax is:

word/POS:Description,homonym/POS:Description, …  homonym/POS:Description

The following are examples of potential homonyms:
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way/$NN:path or direction,weigh/$VB:to measure weight,whey/$NN:watery part of milk

Note the first entry (way/$NN:path or direction).  The word “way” is identified as a noun ($NN). 
Following the word/POS is the colon delimited description for the word (“path or direction”).  Next, 
there is the homonym “weigh”, its POS (verb in this case) followed by a colon delimited description 
(“to measure weight”).  Additional homonym entries for this word follow and in this case there is one 
additional homonym (whey).  Each additional homonym is delimited by a comma.

SGSKBTM Phrases Support

The phrases subdirectory will contain a phrase.db binary file with all of the phrases known to 
SGSKBTM .  A user may add additional phrases via the phrase[XX].form text file where XX is any 
numeric or text sequence. The format for the phrase.form file is:

PHRASE|definition/POS, … definition/POS

An example is the following:

aboriginal australian|Aborigine/$NN,native Australian/$PHRASE,Australian native/$PHRASE

In the above, “aboriginal australian” is the phrase followed by the '|' delimiter which begins the set of 
definitions of the phase.  Each definition requires a POS to be specified.  The POS specification is 
augmented to include a richer set of granularity.  The following are possible POS tags that can appear 
within a phrase specification:

$ADJ - Adjective

$ADV - Adverb

$NUMBER - Number

$PHRASE - Phrase (any multi-word)

$NN - Noun

$PRON - Pronoun

$NNP - Proper Noun

$PREP - Preposition

$INT - Interjection

$VERB - Verb
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$VB - Verb (equivalent to $VERB)
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SGSKBTM Relationships Support

The Relationships subdirectory will contain a relationships.db file that is not user modifiable as it is in 
a binary format. Also within the relationships subdirectory, if there are any other files (such as 
“relationships_01.txt” for example), its contents will be treated as a user addition to the relationships 
repository.  The format required for proper operation with SGSKBTM is:

word1/POS:Relationship:word2/POS

The following are examples of potential relationships:

Thalidomide/$NN:is a kind of:drug/$NN

wing/$NN:is a component of:bird/$NN

barrel/$NN:some_new_relationship_I_wish_to_define:roll/$NN

Note that “word1” is related to “word2” via the specified relationship.

The relationships configuration directory provides the ability to create custom relationships beyond 
those that are native to the SGSKBTM ontology.
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Using The SGSKBTM API

Using the  programming API is the preferred way to access the  SGSKBTM ontology. While Linux 
command line access is available, this incurs operating system overhead in the need to interact with the 
Linux shell.  The API however will directly access memory and provide the highest level of 
performance possible.  There are two versions of the API; a shared library and an archive library.  They 
are identical in their operation and only differ in how the library code attaches to a binary program.   
SGSKBTM  is dependent on other libraries that are included in the distribution and examples of how to 
compile programs are provided below.

Part-Of-Speech (POS) Definitions
Internally, the  SGSKBTM stores POS information as a single character. Functions that interact with the  
SGSKBTM will translate this single character into a more human readable form.  The reason for this 
complexity is that different data sources that are integrated into  SGSKBTM have their own naming 
conventions (such as taggers, WordNet, dictionaries).   Where SGSKBTM refers to the internal single 
character format, the following define the POS specification:

 /*
 * Parts of speech

 */
#define NLPNOUN                           'n'

#define NLPPRONOUN                   'p'

#define NLPVERB                            'v'

#define NLPADVERB                       'r'

#define NLPADJ                                'a'

#define NLPPREP                             'R'

#define NLPALLPOS                        'z'

#define NLPUNKNOWN                 'u'

SGSKBTM will return POS values as strings.  The following are the string values for the returned POS 
definitions:

#define ADJ_TYPE_S              "$ADJ"
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#define ADVERB_TYPE_S           "$ADV"

#define ANSWER_TYPE_S           "$ANSWER"

#define CD_TYPE_S               "$CD"

#define NUMBER_TYPE_S           "$NUMBER"

#define PHRASE_TYPE_S           "$PHRASE"

#define ACRONYM_TYPE_S          "$ACRONYM"

#define PHRASESUPERCLASS_TYPE_S "$SUPERCLASS"

#define META_TYPE_S             "$META"

#define NOUN_TYPE_S             "$NN"

#define NOUN_TYPE_SINGULAR_S    "$NNS"

#define NOUNPHRASE_TYPE_S       "$NP"

#define PREP_TYPE_S             "$PREP"

#define PRONOUN_TYPE_S          "$PRON"

#define PROPNOUN_TYPE_S         "$NNP"

#define VARIABLE_TYPE_S         "$VAR"

#define VERB_TYPE_S             "$VERB"

#define VERB_TYPESHORT_S        "$VB"

#define VERBPHRASE_TYPE_S       "$VP"

#define INTERJECTION_TYPE_S     "$INT"

#define CONTRACTION_TYPE_S      "$CONT"

#define CONJUNCTION_TYPE_S      "$CONJ"

#define WORD_TYPE_S             "$WORD"

#define NULL_TYPE_S             ""  

Makefile Example For The C Language API

Below is an example of a makefile this is used to compile a client example program called “testclient”. 
This sample makefile and program is included with the SGSKBTM distribution.

CFLAGS= -g -DLINUX=1 -DPOSTGRESQL=1 -fPIC -DLINUX=1 -D_GNU_SOURCE=1 
-D_FILE_OFFSET_BIT=64

LDFLAGS= -g -DUNIX=1 -D_GNU_SOURCE=1 -D_FILE_OFFSET_BIT=64
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CC=gcc

BASE=/home/agents

BIN=$(BASE)/sg/bin

INC=$(BASE)/src/bigdata/sheldon

SRC=$(BASE)/src/bigdata/sheldon

AGENTSINC=$(BASE)/include

SECINC=$(BASE)/sg/include

LIBDIR=/home/agents/sg/lib

ALL: testclient

SRC_FILES = testclient.c \

    makefile 

OBJECTS = testclient.o

HEADERS = $(SECINC)/sheldon.h $(SECINC)/pos.h \

  $(SECINC)/agents.h $(SECINC)/secdaemon.h
LIBAGENTS=$(LIBDIR)/libagents.a

LIBSEC=$(LIBDIR)/libsec.a

LIBNLP=$(LIBDIR)/libnlp.a

LIBSHELDON=$(LIBDIR)/libsheldon.a

testclient.o: $(HEADERS)

testclient: testclient.o $(LIBAGENTS) $(LIBSEC) $(LIBNLP) $(LIBSHELDON)  makefile

$(CC) $(LDFLAGS) testclient.o -o testclient -L$(LIBDIR) -lsheldon -lnlp -lsec -lbigdata 
-lagents 

.c.o:

gcc -c $(CFLAGS) $(DFLAGS) -I$(INC) -I$(SECINC) $<
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Testclient Example Program For The C Language API

Below is an example of a test client that will connect to the SGSKBTM and exercise two functions. The 
testclient.c example program may be found in the /home/agents/sg/src/bigdata/sheldon directory. It 
contains more than what is depicted below but only a subset of functionality is provided below for 
brevity.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <fcntl.h>

#include <errno.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <unistd.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <sys/stat.h>

#include <dirent.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/socket.h>

#include <sys/ipc.h>

#include <sys/msg.h>

#include <sys/time.h>

#include <unistd.h>

#include <netinet/in.h>

#include <arpa/inet.h>

#include <sys/utsname.h>

#include <signal.h>

#include <sheldon.h>

#include <skb.h>
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/* This program is copyrighted 2016 */

/* Copyright 1990 Chicago Technologies Incorporate (CTI) - USA */

/*   All Rights Reserved  */

/* The copyright notice above does not evidence any   */

/* actual or intended publication of such source code. */

extern FILE *Logfp;

#define MY_LOGFILENAME_S "/tmp/my_logfile"

main(argc, argv, envp)

int argc;

char **argv;

char **envp;

{
char result[4096];

void OpenLog();

if(argc != 2) {

printf("Usage: $0 word\n",argv[0]);

exit(1);

}

OpenLog(MY_LOGFILENAME_S, 0); /* Open up the logfile */

/* 
 * Initialize access to the SGSKB

 */

if(skb_Init() != SUCCESS) {

fprintf(stderr, “The SGSKB knowledge base is not intialized – Exiting\n”);

exit(1);
}
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skb_SetDefaultDelimiter(','); /* use a comma for the delimiter */

skb_GetSynonyms(argv[1], result, 10);

printf("Synonyms for %s: result=%s\n", argv[1], result);

skb_GetWordPosAll(argv[1], result);

printf("Word POS for %s: result=%s\n", argv[1], result);

exit(0);
}

Note in the above that there is a call to OpenLog().  This is essential as it will initialize the log file 
“Logfp” file pointer that is used globally within SGSKBTM  functions. 

As an example, consider the output of executing the following:

cd /home/agents/sg/src/bigdata/sheldon

./testclient good

Synonyms for good: 
result=goodness,well(p),undecomposed,unspoiled,unspoilt,honest,salutary,sound,serious

Antonyms for good: result=evil,bad

Word POS for good: result=v,a,w,n
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C Library Functions

The SKB library contains all of the functions available for interaction with the SKB. The functions 
described here are for the C language API.  Both archived and shared library versions are supported. 

A user program should include:

#include <skb.h>

NOTE: In all of the below functions, the global variable SKB_ErrorString will contain detail of the 
failure, SKB_errno will contain any LINUX specific errno.

#extern int SKB_errno

#extern char SKB_errorString

There are two functions that should be called prior to calling any SGSKB retrieval functions.  The first 
is skb_init() as this call will map the SGSKB memory segments into the calling process' address space. 
Unless this is done, none of the skb_* functions will be able to communicate with the SGSKB.

Another important but not mandatory function to call is skb_SetDefaultDelimiter. The default output 
delimiter is a newline character '\n'. Any ASCII character may be specified as the delimiter.
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OpenLog(char *filename, int verbose)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function will open the logfile specified by the filename argument.  The global file descriptor 
“Logfp” will be populated by this function call. If the log file is already open, OpenLog will potentially
close the existing file, move the logfile to a file named with the same but but with a “.old” extension. 
For example, “mylogfile.log” will be renamed to be “mylogfile.log.old”. The renaming will occur if the
size of the current logfile exceeds 50MB.  
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skb_Init()
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

A call to initialized connection with the SKB.  This function will map the skb knowledge structure into 
the caller's address space. This function must be called before any other skb functions are invoked.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

The reader is encouraged to refer to the SGSKBTM configuration file and the log file 
(/home/bigdata/log) for situations where there is a failure is of this function. The SGSKBTM virtual 
address range was selected such that it should not conflict with compiled code. In the rare event that 
there is a collision with a specific application, the configuration file provides the ability to remap the 
SGSKBTM address space. 
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skb_ClassifyDomainBuffer(char *fileName, char *result, char *flags)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function provides the ability to identify the “subject domain” of a buffer of text.

This function accepts a buffer containing text and identifies the likely classification domains to which 
this belongs.

- The flags parameter supports the following functions:

SKB_ADDSYNS      - include synonyms

SKB_RESOLVEPHRASES  - resolve phrase to their synonyms

The return will be a delimited string of the following form:

domain1:weight,domain2:weight,domain3:weight,...

The “weight” is a computed value based on the words that were encountered in the text and their 
weighted participation.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set. 
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skb_ClassifyDomainFile(char *fileName, char *result, char *flags)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function provides the ability to identify the “subject domain” of a file of text.

This function accepts a filename containing text and identifies the likely classification domains to 
which this belongs. 

- The flags parameter supports the following functions:

SKB_ADDSYNS      - include synonyms

SKB_RESOLVEPHRASES  - resolve phrase to their synonyms

The return will be a delimited string of the following form:

domain1:weight,domain2:weight,domain3:weight,...

The “weight” is a computed value based on the words that were encountered in the text and their 
weighted participation.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set. 
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skb_DumpObject(char *objectName, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function accepts an object name and prints out all of the relationship information for that object. 
This is the equivalent of the “dump” command provided by the skb command shell.

Example: skb_DumpObject(“wing”, result_buffer) yields:

***** REPT: DUMPING OBJECT animal *****

ATTRIBUTE LEVEL  = 1

NAME             = animal

WORD             =

    animally              

        pos=adverb

        Superclass=

             topobject               pos=noun

        type=word

        tense= 

        number= 

        gender= 

        sentiment=n

        sentiment value=0

    animal              

        pos=adj

        Superclass=

             topobject               pos=noun

        type=word

        tense= 

        number= 

        gender= 
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        sentiment=n

        sentiment value=0

        description=marked by the appetites and passions of the body; animal instincts; carnal 
knowledge; fleshly desire; a sensual delight in eating; music is the only sensual pleasure without vice  

    animal              

        pos=noun

        Superclass=

             organism               pos=noun

        type=word

        tense= 

        number= 

        gender= 

        sentiment=n

        sentiment value=0

        description=a living organism characterized by voluntary movement  

    animal              

        pos=u

        Superclass=

             topobject               pos=noun

        type=word

        tense= 

        number= 

        gender= 

        sentiment=n

        sentiment value=0

DIRECT SUPERCLASSES     = 

DSUPERCLASS = organism

SUPERCLASSES     = 

r:animally:topobject

a:animal:topobject

n:animal:organism:living_thing:whole:object:physical_entity:entity:topobject
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animal:topobject

ATTRIBUTES       = 

CHILDREN         = 

RELATIONSHIPS    = 

RELATIONSHIP= SYNONYM ----> animate_being, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= SYNONYM ----> beast, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= SYNONYM ----> brute, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= SYNONYM ----> creature, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= SYNONYM ----> fauna, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= HYPERNYM ----> organism, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= HYPERNYM ----> animalia, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> make, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> beastly, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> beastly, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> animalize, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> animalize, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> crested, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> bone-covered, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> free-swimming, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> hispid, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> flesh-eating, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> plant-eating, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> all-devouring, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> insectivorous, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> epizootic, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> adult, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> half-blooded, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> registered, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> unregistered, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> gregarious, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> social, POS=noun
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RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> sacrifice, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> trailing, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> pest, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> critter, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> creepy-crawly, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> darter, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> peeper, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> homeotherm, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> poikilotherm, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> range_animal, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> varmint, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> scavenger, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> work_animal, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> domestic_animal, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> feeder, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> migrator, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> molter, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> pet, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> stayer, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> stunt, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> marine_animal, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> female, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> male, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> adult, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> young, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> thoroughbred, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> giant, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> survivor, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> mutant, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> herbivore, POS=noun
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RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> insectivore, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> acrodont, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> pleurodont, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> microorganism, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> actinomycete, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> zooplankton, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> embryo, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> chordate, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> invertebrate, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> metazoan, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> omnivore, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> predator, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> prey, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> game, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> hexapod, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> biped, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> larva, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> racer, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> fictional_animal, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> trap, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> humaneness, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> body, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> animal_tissue, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> head, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> side, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> face, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> nose, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> diet, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> vector, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> captive, POS=noun
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RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> mate, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> sitter, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> stander, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> wart, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> schistosome_dermatitis, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> bone, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> domesticate, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> domesticate, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> drench, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> crop, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MERONYM_PART ----> head, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MERONYM_PART ----> face, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MERONYM_SUBST ----> animal tissue, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> crested, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> bone-covered, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> free-swimming, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> hispid, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> flesh-eating(a), POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> plant-eating(a), POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> all-devouring(a), POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> insectivorous, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> epizootic, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> adult, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> half-blooded, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> registered, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> unregistered, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> gregarious, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> social, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> sacrifice, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> trailing, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> microorganism, POS=noun
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RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> actinomycete, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> trap, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> humaneness, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> body, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> side, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> nose, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> diet, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> vector, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> sitter, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> stander, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> wart, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> schistosome_dermatitis, POS=noun
RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> bone, POS=verb

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> domesticate, POS=verb

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> domesticate, POS=verb

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> drench, POS=verb

RELATIONSHIP= MEMDOMTOPIC ----> crop, POS=verb

RELATIONSHIP= HOLONYM_MEM ----> animalia, POS=noun

RELATIONSHIP= SYNONYM ----> carnal, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= SYNONYM ----> fleshly, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= SYNONYM ----> sensual, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= SIMILARTO ----> physical, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> sensuality, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> sensuality, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> sensualize, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> prurience, POS=adj

RELATIONSHIP= DERIVATIONAL ----> animality, POS=adj

CLASS RELATIONSHIPS = 

organism

LINEAGE          = animal-> organism-> topobject

SEMANTIC PATHS          = r:animally:topobject
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a:animal:topobject

n:animal:organism:living_thing:whole:object:physical_entity:entity:topobject

animal:topobject

PHRASES = 

PHRASE[0] = animal group: Synonyms: SYN=fauna POS=noun

PHRASE[1] = animal kingdom: Synonyms: SYN=fauna POS=noun

PHRASE[2] = animal magnetism: Synonyms: SYN=attractiveness POS=noun
PHRASE[3] = animal nature: Synonyms: SYN=wildness POS=noun

***** DUMP OF OBJECT animal COMPLETE *****

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set. 
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skb_GetAllRelationships(char *word, char *result, int count)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function returns all (types of) relationships that a given word has toward other words in the 
ontology.  This differs from the skb_GetAllRelationshipsToWord() function in that 
skb_GetAllRelationshipsToWord() looks at all the words within the ontology to see if they reference 
the word specified on input.  Essentially, a given word in the ontology has relationships to other words 
(which is what this function provides) and a given word can be referenced by many other words in the 
ontology (which is what skb_GetAllRelationshipsToWord() provides).

- The default delimiter is a newline '\n'.  This function will set the default to the value specified by the 
argument.

- The “count” parameter can be used to limit the amount of output that is generated. A value of '0' will 
return (all) relations that have been encountered.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_GetAllRelationshipsToWord(char *word, char *result, int count)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function returns all (types of) relationships within the ontology that reference a specific word.  
This differs from the skb_GetAllRelationships() function in that skb_GetAllRelationships() looks at a 
given word and prints out all of the relationships that this word has toward other words in the ontology.  
Essentially, a given word in the ontology has relationships to other words (which is what 
skb_GetAllRelationships() provides) and a given word is referenced by other words in the 
ontology(which is what this function provides).

- The default delimiter is a newline '\n'.  This function will set the default to the value specified by the 
argument.

- The “count” parameter can be used to limit the amount of output that is generated. A value of '0' will 
return (all) relations that have been encountered.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_GetSpecificRelationships(char *word, char *result, int count)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function returns a specific (type of) relationship within the ontology that this word has toward 
other words in the ontology.  This differs from the skb_GetSpecificRelationshipsToWord() function in 
that skb_GetSpecificRelationshipsToWord() looks at a given word and prints out all instances of 
relationships that other words in the ontology reference this word.  Essentially, a given word in the 
ontology has specific relationships to other words and here we wish to simply print out all of the 
relationships that this specific word has toward other words.

- The default delimiter is a newline '\n'.  This function will set the default to the value specified by the 
argument.

- The “count” parameter can be used to limit the amount of output that is generated. A value of '0' will 
return (all) relations that have been encountered.

As an example, we may wish to determine all of the words in the ontology (of type SYNONYM) that 
this specific word has to other words in the ontology.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_GetSpecificRelationshipsToWord(char *word, char *relType, char 
*result, int count)

Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function returns a specific (type of) relationship within the ontology that referenced this word.  
This differs from the skb_GetSpecificRelationships() function in that skb_GetSpecificRelationships() 
looks at a given word and prints out all instances of relationships that this word has toward other words
in the ontology.  Essentially, a given word in the ontology has specific relationships to other words 
(which is what skb_GetSpecificRelationships() provides) and a given word is referenced by other 
words in the ontology (which is what this function provides).

- The default delimiter is a newline '\n'.  This function will set the default to the value specified by the 
argument.

- The “count” parameter can be used to limit the amount of output that is generated. A value of '0' will 
return (all) relations that have been encountered.

As an example, we may wish to determine all of the words in the ontology that have a “SYNONYM” 
relationship to a specific word.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_SetDefaultDelimiter(char delimiter)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function provides the ability to specify a default delimiter for returned data.

- The default delimiter is a newline '\n' but will set to the value specified by the argument.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Execution of this function will ensure that all future skb_xxx functions will return data utilizing the 
selected delimiter. Consideration however should be given to the choice of a delimiter to ensure that it 
does not appear within user data or data that might be returned by SGSKBTM .   Refer to the testclient.c 
example for additional information.
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skb_GetAntonyms(char *word, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function will return the antonyms for a given word. The result will contain a string delimited by a 
newline '\n'.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set.  
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skb_GetClassDomains(char *word, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function accepts a word for which all text classification domains will be returned.  The result will 
contain a string delimited by a newline '\n'.

As an example, the word “wing” might belong to the classes: airplane, jet, bird, aviation, …  The 
purpose of this function is to facilitate the classification of text. A document or paragraph of text can be
classified as to whether it is about medicine, the space program, sports, football, etc... This function 
provides the lowest level of classification as it functions at a word level.  Other functions within the 
SKB will accept a file or buffer of text and actually perform the classification step. 

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set. 
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skb_GetFuzzyMatches(char *word, char *matches) 

Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function accepts a word and will return a list of potential fuzzy matches in descending order of 
match strength.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The matches result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set.  
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skb_GetMeronyms(char *word, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

 This function accepts a word for which all available meromonyms will be returned.  The result will 
contain a string delimited by a newline '\n'.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set.  
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skb_GetHolonyms(char *word, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function accepts a word for which all available holonyms will be returned.  The result will contain
a string delimited by a newline '\n'.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set.  
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skb_GetHomonyms(char *word, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

 This function accepts a word for which all available homonyms will be returned.  The result will 
contain a string delimited by a newline '\n'.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set.  
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skb_GetHyponyms(char *word, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

 This function accepts a word for which all available hyponyms will be returned.  The result will 
contain a string delimited by a newline '\n'.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set.  
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skb_GetPhrasesByWord(char *word, char *phrases)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

 - Given a word, this function returns all phrases that begin with that word.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The phrases result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set.  
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skb_GetPhraseSyn(char *phrase, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

- Given a phrase, this function return a single synonym.  This will be the first synonym specified in the 
phrase file used to populate SKB. This can be important as this will be a single word as opposed to 
another phrase.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

The returned result string will be a single line that includes the synonym and pos delimited by the 
default delimiter.  

Example:

synonym1:pos

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set.  
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skb_GetPhraseSyns(char *phrase, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

- Given a phrase, this function returns a list of synonyms. Synonyms may include other phrases that are
synonymous.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

The returned result string will be a series of lines that includes the synonym and POS terminated by 
a '\n' and delimited by the default delimiter.  Example:

synonym1:pos

synonym2:pos

...

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set. 
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skb_GetSynonyms(char *word, char *result, int count)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

This function accepts a word for which synonyms will be returned.  The result will contain a string 
delimited by a newline '\n'.  The count specifies the maximum number of synonyms to return.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Note: The result string must be large enough to accommodate the result set. 
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skb_GetDescription(char *word, char *pos, char *result)
Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer 

- Accept a word and return a usage/description if available.  The result will be terminated by a '\0'.

pos can take a value of:  NLPNOUN_S, NLPPRONOUN_S, NLPVERB_S, NLPADVERB_S, 
NLPADJ_S, NLPPREP_S, NLPALLPOS_S, NLPUNKNOWN_S as define in sheldon.h

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

0 if no description is available

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_GetSemanticDistance(char *word1, char *word2, int *distance, char
*path)

Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

– Accepts two words and determines the distance between two words in their meaning.  The 
distance is is returned in an integer pointed to by "distance".  The path will be returned in "path"
and will be in the form of word1->wordX->wordY->wordZ->word2.

The goal with this function is to provide a mechanism by which one might determine the sense 
of a given set of words as in a sentence. For example, if we have a sentence that uses the word 
“fly”, do we mean the insect sense or the sense that denotes the act of flying. Sometimes 
knowing the part-of-speech can help, however, we might also wish to observe the semantic 
distance between all of the words in a sentence and attempt to minimize the aggregate distance. 
We also have at our disposal the descriptive text for a word which we can utilize in our efforts 
at disambiguate.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_GetSentimentFile(char *inFile, char *OutFile,  int flags, float 
*result, char *flags)

Required Header: skb.h 

Return type: Integer

 This function accepts an input text file and will compute the sentiment for the file.

- *result returns: A floating point value between 1 and -1 denoting a positive or negative sentiment 
respectively.

- The flags parameter supports the following functions:

SKB_ADDSYNS      - include synonyms

SKB_RESOLVEPHRASES  - resolve phrase to their synonyms

The flags parameter specifies whether phrase and synonyms are to be considered. The accepted values 
are:

NLP_RESOLVE_PHRASES /* Resolve Phrases */

NLP_RESOLVE_SYNONYMS /* Consider synonyms */

NLP_OUTPUT_JSON /* Output JSON format */

NLP_OUTPUT_TEXT /* Output text format */

The outFile will contain details of the file analysis. An example output is listed below. This output 
would appear in the file specified by the input parameter *OutFile. For example, given an:

TotalWords:29

PositiveWordCount:2

NegativeWordCount:3

NeutralWordCount:24

PositiveSentiment:10.000000,

NegativeSentiment:24.000000,

NeutralSentiment:0.000000,
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OverAllSentiment:-0.705882

Confidence:0.600000

PositiveWords:

WordName:wonderful,WordValue:9,WordCount:1

WordName:first,WordValue:1,WordCount:1

NegativeWords:

WordName:horrible,WordValue:8,WordCount:1

WordName:bad,WordValue:12,WordCount:2

WordName:crappy,WordValue:4,WordCount:1

The “Confidence” level on the returned result is based the positive/negative word values in the 
document compared to the total word count.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_GetSentimentStdout(char *inFile,  int flags, float *result, char 
*flags)

#include <skb.h>

 This function accepts an input text file and will compute the sentiment for the file.

- *result returns: A floating point value between 1 and -1 denoting a positive or negative sentiment 
respectively.

- The flags parameter supports the following functions:

SKB_ADDSYNS      - include synonyms

SKB_RESOLVEPHRASES  - resolve phrase to their synonyms

The flags parameter specifies whether phrase and synonyms are to be considered. The accepted values 
are:

NLP_RESOLVE_PHRASES /* Resolve Phrases */

NLP_RESOLVE_SYNONYMS /* Consider synonyms */

NLP_OUTPUT_JSON /* Output JSON format */

NLP_OUTPUT_TEXT /* Output text format */

The output of this function call will contain details of the file analysis. An example output is listed 
below. This output would appear in the program's standard output if the NLP_OUTPUT_TEXT flag 
were set:

TotalWords:29

PositiveWordCount:2

NegativeWordCount:3

NeutralWordCount:24

PositiveSentiment:10.000000,

NegativeSentiment:24.000000,

NeutralSentiment:0.000000,
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OverAllSentiment:-0.705882

Confidence:0.600000

PositiveWords:

WordName:wonderful,WordValue:9,WordCount:1

WordName:first,WordValue:1,WordCount:1

NegativeWords:

WordName:horrible,WordValue:8,WordCount:1

WordName:bad,WordValue:12,WordCount:2

WordName:crappy,WordValue:4,WordCount:1

The “Confidence” level on the returned result is based the positive/negative word values in the 
document compared to the total word count.

Below is the output that might be expected if the NLP_OUTPUT_JSON flag were set:

{
"TotalWords":29,

"PositiveWordCount":2,

"NegativeWordCount":3,

"NeutralWordCount":24,

"PositiveSentiment":10.000000,

"NegativeSentiment":24.000000,

"NeutralSentiment":0.000000,

"OverAllSentiment":-0.705882

"Confidence":0.600000

"PositiveWords":{

"wonderful":9,

"first":1

}
"NegativeWords":{

"Word":{

"WordName":horrible,
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"WordValue":8,

"WordCount":1,

},
"Word":{

"WordName":bad,

"WordValue":12,

"WordCount":2,

},
"Word":{

"WordName":crappy,

"WordValue":4,

"WordCount":1

}
}

}

The “Confidence” level on the returned result is based the positive/negative word values in the 
document compared to the total word count.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_GetSentimentBuffer(char *inFile,  char *outBuf, int flags, float 
*result, char *flags)

#include <skb.h>

 This function accepts an input text file and will compute the sentiment for the file.

- *result returns: A floating point value between 1 and -1 denoting a positive or negative sentiment 
respectively.

- The flags parameter supports the following functions:

SKB_ADDSYNS      - include synonyms

SKB_RESOLVEPHRASES  - resolve phrase to their synonyms

The flags parameter specifies whether phrase and synonyms are to be considered. The accepted values 
are:

NLP_RESOLVE_PHRASES /* Resolve Phrases */

NLP_RESOLVE_SYNONYMS /* Consider synonyms */

NLP_OUTPUT_JSON /* Output JSON format */

NLP_OUTPUT_TEXT /* Output text format */

The output of this function call will contain details of the file analysis. An example output is listed 
below. This output will be placed in the outBuf parameter specified if the NLP_OUTPUT_TEXT flag 
were set. Please note that the output buffer must be of sufficient size to accommodate the result:

TotalWords:29

PositiveWordCount:2

NegativeWordCount:3

NeutralWordCount:24

PositiveSentiment:10.000000,

NegativeSentiment:24.000000,

NeutralSentiment:0.000000,
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OverAllSentiment:-0.705882

Confidence:0.600000

PositiveWords:

WordName:wonderful,WordValue:9,WordCount:1

WordName:first,WordValue:1,WordCount:1

NegativeWords:

WordName:horrible,WordValue:8,WordCount:1

WordName:bad,WordValue:12,WordCount:2

WordName:crappy,WordValue:4,WordCount:1

The “Confidence” level on the returned result is based the positive/negative word values in the 
document compared to the total word count.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE

Below is the output that might be expected if the NLP_OUTPUT_JSON flag were set:

{
"TotalWords":29,

"PositiveWordCount":2,

"NegativeWordCount":3,

"NeutralWordCount":24,

"PositiveSentiment":10.000000,

"NegativeSentiment":24.000000,

"NeutralSentiment":0.000000,

"OverAllSentiment":-0.705882

"Confidence":0.600000

"PositiveWords":{

"wonderful":9,
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"first":1

}
"NegativeWords":{

"Word":{

"WordName":horrible,

"WordValue":8,

"WordCount":1,

},
"Word":{

"WordName":bad,

"WordValue":12,

"WordCount":2,

},
"Word":{

"WordName":crappy,

"WordValue":4,

"WordCount":1

}
}

}
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skb_GetSentimentText(char *inBuf, char *outBuf,  int flags, float 
*result, char *flags)

#include <skb.h>

 This function accepts input text in a passed-in buffer and will compute the sentiment.

- *returns: A floating point value between 1 and -1 denoting a positive or negative sentiment 
respectively. The *outBuf must be large enough to accept the sentiment result as described below.

- The flags parameter supports the following functions:

SKB_ADDSYNS      - include synonyms

SKB_RESOLVEPHRASES  - resolve phrase to their synonyms

The flags parameter specifies whether phrase and synonyms are to be considered. The accepted values 
are:

NLP_RESOLVE_PHRASES /* Resolve Phrases */

NLP_RESOLVE_SYNONYMS /* Consider synonyms */

NLP_OUTPUT_JSON /* Output JSON format */

NLP_OUTPUT_TEXT /* Output text format */

The output buffer will contain details of the file analysis. An example output is listed below.  

TotalWords:29

PositiveWordCount:2

NegativeWordCount:3

NeutralWordCount:24

PositiveSentiment:10.000000,

NegativeSentiment:24.000000,

NeutralSentiment:0.000000,

OverAllSentiment:-0.705882

Confidence:0.600000
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PositiveWords:

WordName:wonderful,WordValue:9,WordCount:1

WordName:first,WordValue:1,WordCount:1

NegativeWords:

WordName:horrible,WordValue:8,WordCount:1

WordName:bad,WordValue:12,WordCount:2

WordName:crappy,WordValue:4,WordCount:1

The “Confidence” level on the returned result is based the positive/negative word values in the 
document compared to the total word count.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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int skb_GetSpecificRelationships(char *inword, char *relType, char 
*result, int count)

#include <skb.h>

 This function accepts an input word and the specific relationship to be queried

- *result will be populated with any matches with other words in the ontology that conform to the 
requested relation type. 

- The “count” will restrict the return result to only return the requested number of matches.

Below are the currently supported relationships as found in the reltype.h header file. The ontology does
support the addition of new relationship types. These may be added to the reltype.h file.

The current known relationships as listed in the sheldon.h header file:

#define NLPTYPE_ISA_S                   "ISA"

#define NLPTYPE_SYNONYM_S               "SYNONYM"

#define NLPTYPE_MERONYM_S               "MERONYM"

#define NLPTYPE_MERONYM_PART_S          "MERONYM_PART"

#define NLPTYPE_MERONYM_SUBSTANCE_S     "MERONYM_SUBST"

#define NLPTYPE_MERONYM_MEMBER_S        "MERONYM_MEM"

#define NLPTYPE_HOLONYM_S               "HOLONYM"

#define NLPTYPE_HOLONYM_PART_S          "HOLONYM_PART"

#define NLPTYPE_HOLONYM_SUBSTANCE_S     "HOLONYM_SUBST"

#define NLPTYPE_HOLONYM_MEMBER_S        "HOLONYM_MEM"

#define NLPTYPE_HOMONYM_S               "HOMONYM"

#define NLPTYPE_ANTONYM_S               "ANTONYM"

#define NLPTYPE_HYPERNYM_S              "HYPERNYM"

#define NLPTYPE_HYPERNYM_INSTANCE_S     "HYPERNYM_INST"

#define NLPTYPE_HYPONYM_S               "HYPONYM"

#define NLPTYPE_HYPONYM_INSTANCE_S      "HYPONYM_INST"

#define NLPTYPE_MEMBER_OF_DOMAIN_USAGE_S                "MEMDOMUSAGE"

#define NLPTYPE_MEMBER_OF_DOMAIN_TOPIC_S                "MEMDOMTOPIC"
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#define NLPTYPE_MEMBER_OF_DOMAIN_REGION_S               "MEMDOMREGION"

#define NLPTYPE_DOMAIN_OF_SYNSET_USAGE_S        "DOMSYNSETUSAGE"

#define NLPTYPE_DOMAIN_OF_SYNSET_TOPIC_S        "DOMSYNSETTOPIC"

#define NLPTYPE_DOMAIN_OF_SYNSET_REGION_S       "DOMSYNSETREGION"

#define NLPTYPE_DISTANCE_S              "DISTANCE"

#define NLPTYPE_PARTICIPLE_S            "PARTICIPLE"

#define NLPTYPE_PERTAINYM_S             "PERTAINYM"

#define NLPTYPE_ATTRIBUTE_S             "ATTRIBUTE"

#define NLPTYPE_DER_FROM_ADJ_S          "ADJDERIVED"

#define NLPTYPE_SEE_ALSO_S              "SEEALSO"

#define NLPTYPE_ENTAILMENT_S            "ENTAILMENT"

#define NLPTYPE_SIMILAR_TO_S                    "SIMILARTO"

#define NLPTYPE_DERIVATIONALLY_RELATED_S        "DERIVATIONAL"

#define NLPTYPE_SEE_ALSO                '^'

#define NLPTYPE_SIMILAR_TO              '&'

#define NLPTYPE_DERIVATIONALLY_RELATED  '+'

#define NLPTYPE_ATTRIBUTE               '='

#define NLPTYPE_ENTAILMENT              '*'

#define NLPTYPE_HYPERNYM                '@'
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skb_GetWordPos(char *word, char *pos)
#include <skb.h> 

This function accepts a word and will return one or more part-of-speech possibilities for the 
word. Upon return, the *pos string will be delimited by the default delimiter (SkbDelimiter).

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_GetWordPosAll(char *word, char *posall)
This function accepts a word and will return one or more part-of-speech possibilities for the word.  
These entries will be delimited by a newline '\n'.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_GetWordSuperClasses(char *word, char *superclass)
 This function accepts a word and will return its superclasses. A superclass is the word that is higher 

in the semantic hierarchy. This

function returns potentially more than one super class. This can happen because words can 
participate in multiple parts-of-speech.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_ResolvePhrases(char *inBuf, char *outBuf, unsigned int flags)

This function accepts a buffer of text and will resolve phrases to appropriate meanings and synonyms. 
The output buffer must be larger than the input buffer in the event phrase resolution increases the size 
of the text that was provided as input.

If a phrase is encountered, it will be replaced with potentially multiple synonyms. For example, the 
phrase “ahead of its time” will be replace with the following:

[[ahead of its time],[innovative/$ADJ],[novel/$ADJ],[radical/$ADJ]]

If one wishes to modify the output behavior of the function, this can be accomplished with the “flags” 
parameter.  The following flags may be used to modify the function's behavior. 

SKB_SINGLE – Only print a single synonym

SKB_NOPHRASE – Do not print the original phrase.

SKB_NOBRACKET – Do not print the '[' and ']' characters.  This will also strip off the original phrase.

SKB_ENFORCECASE – By default, upper/lower case is ignored. This setting will enforce case.

For example, SKB_SINGLE | SKB_NOPHRASE will yield “innovative” as the replacement for the 
phrase “ahead of its time”.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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skb_ResolvePhrasesFile(char *inFile, char *outFile, unsigned int flags)

This function accepts a file of text and will resolve phrases to appropriate meanings and synonyms. The
function will no overwrite and existing output file.

If a phrase is encountered, it will be replaced with potentially multiple synonyms. For example, the 
phrase “ahead of its time” will be replace with the following:

[[ahead of its time],[innovative/$ADJ],[novel/$ADJ],[radical/$ADJ]]

If one wishes to modify the output behavior of the function, this can be accomplished with the “flags” 
parameter.  The following flags may be used to modify the function's behavior. 

SKB_SINGLE – Only print a single synonym

SKB_NOPHRASE – Do not print the original phrase.

SKB_NOBRACKET – Do not print the '[' and ']' characters.  This will also strip off the original phrase.

SKB_ENFORCECASE – By default, upper/lower case is ignored. This setting will enforce case.

For example, SKB_SINGLE | SKB_NOPHRASE will yield “innovative” as the replacement for the 
phrase “ahead of its time”.

Return:

1 on SUCCESS

-1 on FAILURE
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The  SGSKBTM JNI Java Interface

The  SGSKBTM may be accessed by Java programs adhering to the Java Native Interface specification.  
There is a 'java' directory in the SGSKBTM source directory tree (/home/agents/sg/src/java). Contained 
within this directory is a fully functioning test program that invokes the libskb library functions.  
Included in the list of files are:

skbJavaLib.java: This is the Java test program example. It invokes the various  SGSKBTM functions.

skbJavaLib.h: This header is generated during the compilation process and should not be manually 
modified.

libjavaskb.c: This file contains the C program functions that provide the interface between Java and the
C environment. The provided “.c” file can serve as a template for creation of the C language side of the
JNI interface.

compile.sh – A shell script that compiles the Java test program, C program and  C shared interface 
library that the Java environment will need at runtime.

   

The JNI interface, while straight-forward in concept, can be challenging to master. For this reason, the 
reader is encouraged to make use of this sample program.  Modifying the compilation steps should be 
done with care; adhering to the sequence of library inclusions listed in the compile.sh. The 
consequence of improperly modifying the compilation can lead to Java programs that core dump.

Compiling The JNI Test Program
The below instructions serve as an example template that may be used to connect Java programs to the 
SGSKB. 

A few requirements to use these functions:

1) The Java JDK must be installed.

2) The Java environment location is specified and may need to be configured to your specific system

3) You must set the LD_LIBRARY_PATH

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH;export LD_LIBRARY_PATH

The example JNI To build the sample test program, execute the following:

1) javac skbJavaLib.java

This step is a simple build of the Java program that will produce a '.class' file.
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2) javah skbJavaLib

This step will build a “skbJavaLib.h” file that can be used in the next step to configure the C stub 
program.

3) The skbJavaLib.h that is generated in the prior step contains function names that are (almost) ready 
to be used in your C stub program (libjavaskb.c). A sample of the libjavaskb.c is provided in the Java 
source directory.

An example of a function call generated by the javah step is:

/*  
 * Class:     skbJavaLib 

 * Method:    skbc_GetSynonyms

 * Signature: (Ljava/lang/String;I)Ljava/lang/String;

 */ 
JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetSynonyms (JNIEnv *, jobject, jstring, jint);

    

Note that the arguments in the above function are based on the arguments specified in the Java 
program. For a “.c” file to properly compile, we must “name” the arguments as “jobject” for example is
only the type specification and not the instance of the argument. This must be modified by adding 'obj' 
as the instance of jobject parameter:

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetSynonyms (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj,       

           jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

 

4) ./compile.sh is a script that will build the environment.  It will build the 'skbJavaLib.so' that will be 
needed by the skbJavaLib.java program.  Please review the skbJavaLib.java and note the library import
statements. Please note that this assumes that the “.c” has the properly modified function calls based on
the contents of the skbJavaLib.h file.

5) IMPORTANT!!!! make sure that the SGSKB has been initialized before running this step. You can 
do this by this by typing:

   ps -ef | grep sheldon
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   If the sheldon agent is not running, you must first start it "/home/agents/sg/bin/sheldon -d" using the 
"agents" user id.

5) java skbJavaLib

   If successful, you will receive output indicating successful execution.

If you are not successful, this may be due to an address collision within the Java JVM. The address 
spectrum used by the SGSKB can be modified via the SGSKB configuration file 
(/home/agents/sg/cfg/SKBCFG). There are two parameters that by default are specified within a range 
that normally would be beyond that used by a JAVA program accessing the SGSKB. If you wish to 
modify the SHMCTRLBASEADDR and SHMBASEADDR addresses, a recommendation would be to 
simply move both to a higher address range, keeping the 'ed' and 'ee' respective separations. 

The SHMCTRLBASEADDR specifies the control structure of the SGSKB and SHMBASEADDR 
denotes the physical address locations of the SGSKB shared memory segments.

#
# This file contains the configuration options for the SKB.

#
SKBBACKUPDIR=/home/agents/sg/backup

SKBBACKUP=skbbackup

SHMCTRLBASEADDR=0x000000ed00000000

SHMBASEADDR=0x000000ee00000000

SHMBASEKEY=0x00000ee0

If you choose to modify the configuration file, please note that you will need to perform the following 
steps before attempting to use the new address range:

i) pkill -9 sheldon

ii) /home/agents/sg/bin/sheldon -f CLEAN

iii) /home/agents/sg/bin/sheldon
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You must wait until the SGSKB displays a successful completion and

status message detailing the contents of the Semantic Knowledge Base.

iv) Next, a rebuild of the Java JNI program is necessary:

./compile.sh

v) Finally, retry running the "java skbJavaLib" command. The goal with modifying the address range is
to place it beyond the area that might be assigned to the JVM.
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JNI Functions and Interface layer

Listed below are the JAVA JNI functions that provide the interface to the C shared library functions. 
Please refer to the sample program for implementation details “skbJavaLib.java” which may be found 
in /home/agents/sg/src/java.  The JAVA functions in turn call the C interface layer which may be found 
in the “libjavaskb.c” file.

JAVA layer function calls
public native int skbc_ClassifyDomainFile(String inputFile, String resultFile, int flags);

public native String skbc_ClassifyDomainBuffer(String inputBuffer);

public native String skbc_DumpObject(String relWord1);

public native String skbc_GetSynonyms(String msg, int count);

public native String skbc_GetSynSemanticDistance(String inWord1, String inWord2, int distance[]);

public native String skbc_GetWordPosAll(String inputWord);

public native String skbc_GetWordPos(String inputWord);

public native String skbc_GetAntonyms(String msg1, int count);

public native String skbc_GetHolonyms(String msg2, int count);

public native String skbc_GetHomonyms(String msg3, int count);

public native String skbc_GetMeronyms(String msg4, int count);

public native String skbc_GetWordSuperClasses(String inputWord, int count);

public native String skbc_GetDescription(String msg, String pos);

public native String skbc_GetFuzzyMatches(String fuzzyWord, int fuzzyCount);

public native void skbc_Init();

public native String skbc_ResolvePhrases(String phraseText, int flags);

public native String skbc_GetPhrasesByWord(String word, int count);

public native int skbc_ResolvePhrasesFile(String phraseFileInput, String phraseFileOutput, int flags);

public native String skbc_GetPhraseSyn(String phraseString);

public native String skbc_ResolveSyns(String syn, int synCount, int synFlags);

public native String skbc_GetPhraseSyns(String phraseSyn, int phraseSynCount);

public native int skbc_ResolveSynsFile(String inputFile, String outputFile, int count, int flags);

public native String skbc_GetSemanticDistance(String inWord1, String inWord2, int distance[]);

public native void skbc_Restore();

public native int skbc_GetSentimentFile(String inputFile, String outputFile, int flags, float sentiment[]);

public native int skbc_SetDefaultDelimiter(char del);

public native String skbc_GetAllRelationships(String inputFile, int count);

public native String skbc_GetAllRelationshipsToWord(String relWord1, int count);

public native String skbc_GetSpecificRelationships(String relWord1, String relType1, int count);
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public native String skbc_GetSpecificRelationshipsToWord(String relWord1, String relType, int count);

public native String skbc_GetWordRelationships(String relWord1, String relWord2, int count);

C Level JNI Function Calls

The C Level functions are called by the JAVA level functions. Below are the C level functions that 
accept parameters passed from JAVA and provide the memory mapping required to pass data between 
JAVA and C.

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetAllRelationships (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetAllRelationshipsToWord (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetSpecificRelationships (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inType1JNIStr, jstring inWord1JNIStr,
jint count)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetSpecificRelationshipsToWord (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inType1JNIStr, jstring 
inWord1JNIStr, jint count)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1DumpObject (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inWord1JNIStr)

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1ActiveCount (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetSynonyms (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT int JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1ClassifyDomainFile (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inFnameJNIStr, jstring outFnameJNIStr, int 
flags)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1ClassifyDomainBuffer (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetSynSemanticDistance (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring word1JNIStr, jstring word2JNIStr, 
jintArray len)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetWordPosAll (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetWordPos (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetHolonyms (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetAntonyms (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetWordSuperClasses (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetDescription (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jstring inPosStr)

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1Init (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetFuzzyMatches (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1License (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetHomonyms (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1LicenseCheckState (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetMeronyms (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1ResolvePhrases (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inFlags)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetPhrasesByWord (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT int JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1ResolvePhrasesFile (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inFnameJNIStr, jstring outFnameJNIStr, jint 
inCount)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetPhraseSyn (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1ResolveSyns (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount, jint inFlags)
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JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetPhraseSyns (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inJNIStr, jint inCount)

JNIEXPORT int JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1ResolveSynsFile (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inFnameJNIStr, jstring outFnameJNIStr, jint 
inCount, jint inFlags)

JNIEXPORT jstring JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetSemanticDistance (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring word1JNIStr, jstring word2JNIStr, 
jintArray len)

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1Restore (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj)

JNIEXPORT int JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1GetSentimentFile (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring inputFileJNIStr, jstring outputFileJNIStr, jint 
inFlags, jfloatArray sentiment)

JNIEXPORT int JNICALL Java_skbJavaLib_skbc_1SetDefaultDelimiter (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jchar del)
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